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DEBRA BOWEN I SECRETARY OF STATE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA I ELECTIONS
1500 11th Street, 5th Floor I Sacramento, CA 9S814 1Tel (916) 657-2166 1Fax (916) 653-32l4 lwww.sos.ca.gov

November 15, 2010

County Clerk/Registrar of Voters (CC/ROV) Memorandum #10315
TO:

All County Clerks/Registrars of Voters and Proponent

FROM:
Katherine Montgomery
J
Initiative Program Manager
RE:

Initiative: Failure of #1462, Related to Auto Insurance

Pursuant to Elections Code section 9030(b), you are hereby notified that the total
number of signatures for the hereinafter named initiative statute filed with all
county elections officials is less than 100 percent of the number of qualified
voters required to find the petition sufficient; therefore, the petition has failed.

TITLE:

REPEALS LAWS THAT REQUIRE EVERY DRIVER TO
MAINTAIN AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.

SUMMARY DATE: March 26, 2010

PROPONENT:

Michael Lee Madsen, Sr.

DEBRA BOWEN I SECRETARY OF STATE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA I ELECTIONS
1500 11th Street, sth F100r I Sacramento, CA 9S814 1Tel (916) 6S7-2166 1Fax (916) 6S3-3214lwww.sos,ca.gov

March 26, 2010

County Clerk/Registrar of Voters (CC/ROV) Memorandum #10104
TO:

All County Clerks/Registrars of Voters and Proponent

FROM:
erine Montgomery
Associate Elections Analy

RE: Initiative: 1462, Related to Auto Insurance

Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title
and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative
measure entitled:

REPEALS LAWS THAT REQUIRE
EVERY DRIVER TO MAINTAIN AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY INSURANCE. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

The proponent of the above-named measure is:
Michael Lee Madsen, Sr.
foramericanow@aol.com

#1462
REPEALS LAWS THAT REQUIRE
EVERY DRIVER TO MAINTAIN AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY INSURANCE. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE

1.

Minimum number of signalures required : ........................................... ......... .433,971
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b)

2.

Official Summary Date: .............................................................. Thursday, 03/25/10

3.

Petitions Sections:
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures (Elec. Code § 336) ............................................. Thursday, 03/25/10
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county.
All sections are to be filed at the same time within each
county. (Elec. Codes §§ 336, 9030(a)) .......................... ....... Monday, 08/23/10'
c. Last day for county to determine total number of
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total
to the Secretary of State (Elec. Code § 9030(b)) ................Thursday, 09/02/10
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to
08/23/10, the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to
transmit the total to the Secretary of State) (Elec. Code § 9030(b)).
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number
of signatures filed with all county clerkslregistrars of
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures
and notifies the counties ............. ........ .............. ... ........ Saturday, 09/11/10"
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified
voters who signed the petition , and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State
(Elee. Code § 9030(d)(e)) ....... ........ ................................. ... Friday, 10/22/10

* Date adjusted for official deadline, which falls on a weekend (Elec. Code
• * Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

§ 15).

INITIATIVE #1462
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued:

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 09/11/10. the
last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt
of notification). (Elec. Code § 9030(d)(e)).
f.

If the signature count is more than 477.369 or less than
412.273 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as
qualified or failed. and notifies the counties. If the signature
count is between 412.273 and 477.369 inclusive. then the
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random
sampling technique to determine the validity of all
signatures (EC §9030(f)(g); 9031(a))...
.......................... Monday. 11/01/10'

g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified
voters who signed the petition. and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State.
(Elec. Code § 9031 (b)(c)) ................................................... Thursday. 12/16/10
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than
11/01/10. the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the
county's receipt of notification.) (Elec. Code § 9031(b)(c).)
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare
the petition sufficient (Elec. Code §§ 9031(d) . 9033) .... ....... Monday. 12/20/10'

*Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

IMPORTANT POINTS

•

California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the
initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be
used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose,
including fund raising or requests for support. Any such misuses
constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 18650;
BHofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 124 Cal.App.3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621 ;
63 Ops.CaI.Atty.Gen. 37 (1980).

•

Please refer to Elections Code sections 100, 101 , 104, 9001 , 9008,
9009, 9021 , and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in
printing, typing and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you
have it printed . This copy is not for our review or approval, but to
supplement our file .

•

Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.

•

When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the
official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General.
Use of this title will assist elections officials in referencing the proper file.

•

When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall
include the name or names of the persons filing the petition.

•

When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide
a blank petition for elections official use.
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EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Attomey General

State ofCalifomia
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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1300 I STREET, SUITE 125
P.O. BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2550

Public: (916) 445-9555
Telephone: (9 16) 445·4752
Facsimile: (916) 324·8835
E·Mail: Krystai.Paris@doj.ca.gov

March 25, 2010

FILED
In (he office of the Secretary of Slate
of the State of California

Honorable Debra Bowen

Secretary of State of the State of California
State ofCalifornia Elections
1500 11th Street, 5th Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attention:

Ms. Katherine Montgomery
Associate Elections Analyst

Dear Secretary Bowen:
Pursuant to Elections Code, section 9004, you are hereby notified that on this day we sent
OUf title and summary for each of the following proposed initiatives to the respective
proponent(s):
•

10-0005, "Alcohol-Related Hann and Damage Services Act of20l0."

•

10-0006, "Repeal Mandatory Auto Insurance."

•

10-0007, "Voters FIRST Act for Congress 2021."
A copy of the title and summary and text of each proposed initiative is enclosed. Thank

you.

KRYSTAL M. PARIS
Initiative Coordinator

For

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Attorney General

March 25, 2010
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Proponents:
10-0005:

Josie Whitney
Kent M. Whitney
kjkwhitney@yahoo.com
Confidential:
5220 Fiore Terrace #M 201
San Diego, CA 92122
10-0006:

Michael Lee Madsen, Sr.
foramericanow@aol.com
Confidential:
4872 Willowbrook- Drive
Sacramento, CA 95842
10-0007:
Clark Chu

reachchu@gmail.com
Confidential:
2536 Tulare Ave.
EI Cerrito, CA 94530

March 25, 20 to
Initiative 10-0006

The Attorney General of California has prepared the fo llowing title and summary of the chief

purpose and points of the proposed measure:
REPEALS LAWS THAT REQUIRE EVERY DRIVER TO MAINTAIN AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY INSURANCE. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Repeals laws that require drivers to
maintain automobile liability insurance and to carry proof of that insurance, Maintains
mandatory li ability insurance requirements for drivers of commercial vehicles and drivers who

have been convicted of certain vehicular crimes. Repeals laws requiring insurance companies to
electronically report vehicle liability insurance information to DMV. Repeals laws providing for

the imposition of fines and suspension of driving privileges for drivers who fail to provide proof
of insurance at an accident. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of
Finance of fiscal impact on state and local government: Annual state savings, probably about
$25 million, due to a reduction in costs to enforce financial responsibility requirements. A
reduction in state and local revenues from fines and penalties related to violations of the
financial responsibility law, probably in the couple of hundreds of millions of dollars.
Unknown reduction in state premium tax revenues, offset to an unknown extent by
increased sales tax revenues. (10-0006.)

10- 0006
Office of the Attorney General
STATE CAPITOL
Sacramento, CA. 95814
January 18, 2010

~CE'VED
FEB 0 2 2010
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OfFICE

HONORABLE JERRY BROWN,
I am submitting an initiative, Repeal Mandatory Auto Insurance, to your
office to obtain a title and summary.
I am, also, enclosing the 200 dollar remittance to cover the expense of your
continued processing of the initiative.
I would like this people-friendly initiative to be on the ballot in November
2010.
I am the guiding force behind tltis initiative, but the Legislative Counsel
helped me draft the finalized version.
With D~ep R<;gards,

Michael Lee Ma()sen Sr.

FORAM ERJ CANOW@AOLCOM
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INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS
12-point
Boldface
~
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary

of the ch ief purpose and points of the proposed measure:
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the Attorney General. This
title and summary must also be printed across the top of each page of the petition

whereon signatures are to appear.)

TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Type- Roman
Boldface not
smaller than
12-point
We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of California, residents of

County (or City and County), hereby propose amendments to various codes, relating
to mandatory vehicle insurance, and petition the Secretary of State to submit the same
to the voters of Califomi a for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding general
election or at any special statewide election held prior to that general t(lection or
otherwise provided by law. The proposed statutory amendments (full title and text of
measure) read as follows:

REPEAL OF MANDATORY VEHICLE INSURANCE
SECTION 1. The people of California find and declare the following:

I III 1109 02:37 PM
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(a) People of the state are having to struggle to maintain auto insurance on their
motor vehicles and are not always able to maintain any or adequate medical or dental
insurance for themselves and their loved ones.
(b) Repealing the mandatory vehicle insurance laws would allow California
residents to better control their own source of income and quality of life. The amount
of premium saved by repeal ing the mandat6ry vehicle insurance laws would allow a
family the necessary money to pay for important insurance like health insurance. This

change in law would place a person's health and well-being at a higher priority than

a bent bumper.
(c) Repealing the mandatory vehicle insurance laws would only force insurance
companies to become competitive.
(d) It should not be law enforcement's responsibility to monitor for vehicle
insurance compliance. Vehicle insurance should solely be a matter between the auto
and insurance industry and the consumer.
(e) Most drivers do not have accidents, 50 continued vehicle insurance coverage
needs to be a decision made by the consumer and not mandated by government.

(f) Repealing the mandatory vehicle insurance laws is not taking away the right
of the automobile insurance companies to litigate for vehicle damage, but it would be
totally their responsibility and not our government's concern.
SEC. 2. Section 2982.8 of the Civil Code is amended to read:
2982.8. (a) If a buyer is obligated under the terms of the conditional sale contract
to maintain insurance on the vehicle and subsequent to the execution of the contract
the buyer either fails to maintain or requests the holder to procure the insurance, any

11111 /09 02:37 PM
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amounts advanced by the holder to procure the insurance may be the subject offinance
charges from the date of advance as provided in subdivision (e).
(b) These amounts shall be secured as provided in the contract and permitted by
Section 2984.2 if the holder notifies the buyer in writing of his or her option to repay

those amounts in anyone of the following ways:
( 1) Full payment within 10 days from the date of giving or mailing the notice.
(2) Full amortization during the term of the insurance.
(3) If offered by the holder, full amortization after the term of the conditional
sale contract, to be payable in installments which do not exceed the average payment

allocable to a monthly period under the contract.
(4) If offered by the holder, a combination of the methods described in paragraphs

(2) and (3), so that there is some amortization during the term of the insurance, with
the remainder ofthe amortization being accomplished after the term of the conditional
sale contract, to be payable in installments which do not exceed the average payment
allocable to a monthly period under the original tenns of the contract.
(5) If offered by the holder, any other amortization plan.

Jfthe buyer neither pays in full the amounts advanced nor notifies the holder in
writing of his or her choice regarding amortization options before the expiration of 10
days from the date ofgiving or mailing the notice by the holder, the holder may amortize
the amounts advanced on a secured basis pursuant to paragraph (2) or, if offered by
the holder as an option to the buyer, paragraph (3) or (4).

(c) The written notification described in subdivision (b) shall also set forth the
amounts advanced by the holder and, with respect to each amortization plan the amount

11111109 02:37 PM
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of the additional finance charge. the sum of the amounts advanced and the additional
finance charge, the number of installments required. the amount of each installment
and the date for payment of the installments.
In addition, the notiee shaH contain a statement in eanb asting 1cd 1'1 iut in at least
8 point bold type, which leads as wHo .. s.

"WARNING

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIDILlTY UNDER CALIFORNIA LA'1{ TO

OBTAiN Lbld3ILIIT iNSUIb'dICE OR BE SUBJECT TO PEl/,\-LTIES FOR
"IOLArENG SECTIOJ4 16fH9 OF TllEVEHCLE CODE, '.VIUCI! MAY INCLUDE
LOSS OF LICENSE OR.or FfNE. TIlE HISURANCE ACQUIR£D BY TIlE

LIENHOLDER DOES ~10T PR(}VIDE LIABILITY COVERAGE AND DOES NOT
SATISFY YOUR RESPONSIBILITY mIDER CA:LIFORNbAt LAW."
(d) If subsequent to the execution of the contract the holder advances amounts
for repairs to or preservation of the motor vehicle or preservation ofthe holder's security
interest therein and such advances are occasioned by the buyer's default under the
contract, such advances may be the subject offinance charges from the date of advance
. as provided in subdivision (e) and shall be secured as provided in the contract and
permined by Section 2984.2.

(e) The maximum rate of finance charge which may be imposed on amounts
advanced by the holder subsequent to the execution of the contract for insurance, repairs
to or preservation of the motor vehicle, or preservation of the holder's security interest
therein, shall not exceed the annual percentage rate disclosed pursuant to Section 2982.
SEC. 3. Section 116.870 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
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116.879 . Sections 16259 to 16381, iueitlsi .e, o[the 'Vehiele Code, Ieg81 eiing

the 3dspeusion of the jtldg1l~elit debtol '3 Vii. ilege to Opell1te 8 motor .chicle fOI failing

tif? s8tisf, lI:jtHiglnellt, appl) if thejtldgment (1) .,83 for damage to PIOl'Crf) iii exeess
efse.eh htU1Ched fifty do111ti3 ($759) 61 fOI cedil) injtl:ry to, Of death of, a peison in
811) amount, and (2) testlltea HOfti the opeItttion efa ll'H'lten .chicle trpon a Califomia
hig-hMl) by

the defendant, 61 b)

I:Hl)

other person fen •• hose eChattel the defendant

MtS liable, tthleSS tbe liabiliry Iestllted fioln the defendttnt's signing the application of
a mmea fm

lI:

dri "e. '3 license.

SEC. 4. Section 116.880 oflhe Code of Civil Procedure is repealed
116.888. (8) If the jtll'lgment (1) ,.as for se.en htlnehed fitf; doUalS ($759} 61

legS, (2} ;estilted HOIn a motOI .ehiele aeeidel1t oeel1nmg Oli a Califoll'lia highnS)
eattsed by the derel1dant'3 operation efa thOtO} .ehiele, and (33 has tezua:tned wlsatigfiea

fat more than 99 da) s afte. t=hejl1d:glnent became mlal, the j ttdgulcnt cleditol IUa) file
'" ith thc Department ofMetoI Vehieles a notiee Icqttesting a SttSpellsiol. oftbejttdgmel1t
oebtol 's pli. ilege

~6

operate a motel .eLiele.

(b) TIle notiee shall St:ftte that the judgment has not been satisfied, ftI1d shall be
accompanied by (I) a fiee set by the depaltment, (2) thejttdgnlcat ohlte eotH1
detellniuing that t:hejtidgment Jestlited flom a Illotet .ehiele ttecidcnt eecl1rring on a
Califoluia highway caused b) thejttdgment debtol '5 ope}atioI1 ofa lilOtOI .chicle, alia.
(3) a deeiluatioll tLat tllejttdgmellt has not been satisfied. Tlie fee shall be used by the
depaltInent to finance tlte cests ofttallJiliiste}itLg this section ano Iiltt)
depsJtment's aeftlal costs.

hot

exeeed the
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te) Open I eetipt ofa notiee, the depa.hncnt shall aHemp: to lLotiry thejtldf,1l1ent
debtoi by telephone, if P63Sible, e>t.fiCl wis, by certified mail, that the j ttdgment debtol 's

VIi. ilege to 6pCltlte Ii m6tol ,chiele "ill be SttSpel1aeEi fOI a pelioti 0[99 day 3, beginning

29 day:3 fiRer leeeipt of notice by the· department fiam Hie judgilient c.editell, tmles3
satisfaetOij 1'160f, as 1'10, idea in stlbdi. isiem (e), is p10. idea to the deptttt1nent befote

tIUlt alite.
(d) At the time the notiee is fi led, the depfutment shall gi.e thejtldgment ctcditol

8 COP) of the notice thftt shaH indicate the filing fee paid by the jt:tdgn.cnt

'I eaitar, and

shall include tlspace t6 be sighed by thejttoglllent cleditOi aek:no .. ledgtng pAyment
ofthejttdgment by thejttdgment debtol. Thejudgluellt elediten shall Il'lail 01 deli.el
a signed eoI') of the aeknol'.ieelgment to thejHdgl1ient debtol onee thejt:l:dgment is
satisfied.
(e) The department shall tCil1iHl.ate the.sHspensioli, 01 the stl31'ension I'l0eeedings,
tlpOli the oeewtenee of one 01 mOle oftlle fel1o\i.ing.

(1) Receipt of ploof that titejtldgment has been sati:dled, eitliet (A) b) a cOP)
ofllie notiee reqt:l:iled b) this section signed b) tfiejt:l:dgment eted itol aeltito .. ledgillg
satisfaction ofthejtldgment, 01 (D) b) a deelalatioli e.rthejtldgment debtot stating that
tlte j tidgfnent has been satisfied.
(2) R-eeeipt efpf50fthat the jttdglnent debtol is emupl) illg

I'i

ith a e5U1 t oldel ed

pay 11Ient sehedtlle.
(3) Ploof that thejtldgllient oeot5J had: in3tlJanee tel'el ing the aeeident stlffieient
to satisfy the jtldgment.

J 1/11/09 02:37 PM
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A deposit

~.

ith the aCl'dltliient of the fili10tlHt of the t1h3f1tisfied jtleigntellt, if

the jtldgment debtoi presents ploof, satisfacto ry to the department, ofinabilit) to locate

the jlidglnclit: crcdit81.
(S) At the end ef98 a:a:)3.

En When the st:l:spensiofl: h83 been telmHlI:l:teti ttttdCl :3tlbdi, i3io1l (e), the action
is tint'll find 111ft) hot be .eimtittltea.. \"hennet the 3tlspension is teaninfitea, Section
149804 ofthe Vehicle Code shall apply. Mone) deposited: •• ith !jIC dCI'm howt undel

this seetiotl 3haH be hansJea in the same manner &3 money tiepositea tlilder sttbtli. isioIi
Ed) Elf Section 16377 of the \lehiele Code.
(g) A ptlblie :!lgency is not liable for an injw) caused by the Sdspcl1sioIl,
,teIlnin8tion ofstlspertsiol1, 8r the [.!tiltlf' to stlspena a pelson 's privilege to operate a

motol •ehicle as attthor il:ea b) this seetion.
SEC. 5. Section 655 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
655 . Every insurer issuing policies of motor vehicle liability insurance within
the meaning of Section 16450 of the Vehicle Code, atltOlnobile liabiliry inStllanee
vi itl.in the [!leaning ofSeetioll

169504 ofthat eoae, 01 atry ethel liabilit) iliSmauee issued

WI .ehieles Vi ith less tllan fettt "heels that meets the J equil emetHs of Seetion 16956
of that eade shall also, as an incident thereto, complete and file the certificate or
certificates provided for under Section 16431 of that code. The proof required by this
section may be provided by the filing of a single certificate.

SEC. 6. Section 1861.15 of the Insurance Code is repealed.

1861.15. Ea) An instllel issuing polieies liS deseribed in stlbdi,isioH Ea) of
Seetion 660, shall, liS a eonditiOiI of6btaining BIle! Illailltaillil IS a eertifieate ofatltllol if)

11/ 11/09 02:37 PM
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f:6 btlli3BCt

the btlsiaeS3 of diSI:1Iftnee in this state, aWel to pe130113 .. he qtHtlif) fell

good Bli.e. diseOl1Ilt pt1:13tlflat

to

fI

Sectious 1861.92 and 1861.925, fttltotrlobile liabilit)

coverage i:rt the miuifttt:tn. MMleialrcspohsibiiity eo.etfiE,c afflOt:luts specified in
3dbdi .. ision

Eaj of Section

16956 of the Vehicle Code, aud sell that eo .elftge t~ those

.. hel !eqaest it.
(b} In soliciting the iS3tJll:hee 61 lebe,.alefs polie) ofatttemobile liability

d13tl:t8Uee, an inswCl, bioker, dAtu!, or au) ethel employee of the il13tUCI shall diselosc

to pOisons eligible fell 8 good wi.c. diseomJt the .uiuirnttI1"I: fu.tlneiai responsibility
eo .clage tUliOt1Ii~ leqttiled pm "danl to Section 16956 of the Vehicle Code, llnd that
the inswer is legally w:lttited to fiunish cOielase in those Illinill1tllll an:'lotmts, if
Icqtlcstcd.
(e) Norhillg iii this seetion shall be conSI:! tied to a£f'e;et 8ft) obligation imposcd

OEi 811) inswer 0) la .. to offer and seH 811) othel kind

OJ

afi10tlut ofiustlIS1iee.

(d) This scetioI1 docs not apply to llIi) ihswel that, on ~Io. ewbet 7, 1988, did
110t o:ffb to sclia minimtllii filianeisilespollSibilit) policy as dcscribed in st1bdi"isioli
(a1Shd thst did flOt .. rite mOlc than 1 "etecnt ofthc pli.ate passenger 8litoItiobile
liability polieies ill effeet on No.elliOet 7, 1988.
SEC. 7. Section 1861.16 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
1861.16. (a) Atl itisttlel isstliug it poliey desel ibed ill stlodi" isiOii (it) ofSeetion
668 by or through lhl iUStllitllCe agellt .. helt a eem.lIlli3Sioli is paid, dil eetl) et indiIeed),

to that 8bent shall, nhcu iS3t1iag ti policy iii the minimtlfd H:aaaeialiespollsibilit)
eo lietaf"e aIftOtlI.t tislcqt1iled b) Seetion 1861.15, pti) a eOIliiui3sion ell ti,e saine telItis
and Oli the same peleenttige basis to that agent liS

(Oi

an) highel aU'lotll1t of po lie)

J JIll/09 02:37 PM
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eehCISS' solei b) that agent. In IiO Ctt:3e shall the pCiCCiitage tl:lih~ittnt "fcommission
pai'd (0 that agcIIt fOI a poliC) ofmininltltil 'f1l1aneialle:~pon3ibilit) eo,clage be less

than 1:he peleentftge eOhiliiis!3ioll paid: to 1118! agent elll ttl1) highel le"el "fpelie) eo.etage
iS3tlCa

bi that iiiSl11er.
(b) Au An agent or representative representing one or mOfe insurers having

common ownership or operating in California under common management or control
shall offer, and the insurer shall sell, a good driver discount policy to a good driver
from an insurer within that common ownership, management, or control group, which
offers the lowest rates for that coverage. This requirement applies notwithstanding the
underwriting guidelines of any of those insurers or the underwriting guidelines of the
common ownership, management, or control group. Nothing in this subdivision shall
require an insurer to offer and sell a good driver discount policy that the insurer would
otherwise not be required to offer and sell in accordance with paragraph (3) of
subdivision (b) of Section 1861.02. As used in this subdivision, "representative" means
any person who offers or prepares premium quotations on behalf of either an insurer
or any entity acting directly or indirectly on behalf of an insurer. This subdivision shall
not be construed to either permit a representative to transact insurance, or to exempt
a representative who does transact insurance from the licensing provisions of this code.

(b) (1) Notwithstanding subdivision-tb71il, insurers having common ownership

and operating in California under common control are not required to sell good driver
discount policies issued by other insurers within the common ownership group if the
commissioner determines that the insurers satisfy each of the following conditions:
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(A) The business operations of the insurers afe independently managed and
directed.
(B) The insurers do not jointly develop loss or expense statistics or other data
used in ratemaking, or in the preparation of rating systems or rate filings.
(C) The insurers do not jointly maintain or share loss or expense statistics, or

other data used in ratemaking or in the preparation of rating systems or rate filings.
This condition shall not apply if the data is generally available to the industry through

a nonaffiliated third party and is obtained from that third party.
(D) The insurers do not utilize each others' marketing, sales, or underwriting
data.
(E) The insurers act independently of each other in determining, filing, and

applying base rates, factors, class plans, and underwriting rules, and in the making of
insurance policy forms.
(F) The insurers' sales operations are separate.
(G) The insurers' marketing operations are separate.
(H) The insurers' policy service operations are separate.
(2) Notwithstanding Senate Bill 1 of th e 2003-04 Regular Session (Chapter 241
of the Statutes of 2003), the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (Public Law 106-102),
and the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.c. Sec. 1681 and following), the

sharing of information between insurers as described in subparagraphs (A) to (H),
inclusive, ofparagraph (1) shall be more restrictive than may otherwise be permissible
pursuant to those acts.
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W Except to the extent restricted by subdivision-fe:)i.b) or any regulation adopted
to implement subdivisionie11b1 this section shall not be interpreted to restrict the
right of an insurer or holding company to use aggregate data of its affiliated insurers
having common ownership or operating in California under common control.

@Nothinginsubdivision-{e71W. is intend~d to amend, alter, or supersede other
sections afthis code, or other laws of this state, regarding any right of an insurer or
holding company to use aggregate data of its affiliated insurers having common
ownership or operating in California under common control.

W The commissioner may adopt regulations to implement this section.

ill An insurer that is required by this section or Section 1861.02 to offer and se,ll
good driver discount policies to good drivers to whom it did not sell those policies
prior to November 8, 1988, due to driving safety record or vehicle type may file and,
upon the approval of the commissioner, implement an interim rating plan for those

applicants until the rating plan required by subdivision (aJ of Section 1861.02 is adopted,
proyided that the insurer has timely filed an automobile insurance rating plan in
compliance with subdivision (a) of Section 1861 .02, and that plan has not been
approved. An insurer may file an interim plan prior to the operative date of subdivision

The commissioner shall notify the public of any application by an insurer for an
interim rating plan. The public notice shall meet the requirements of Section 1861.06.
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The application shall be deemed approved 60 days after public notice unless (I) a

consumer or his or her representative requests a hearing within 45 days of public notice
and the commissioner grants the hearing, or detennines not to grant the hearing and
issues written findings in support of that decision, or (2) the commissioner on his or
her own motion determines to hold a hearing. If the commissioner grants a request for
a hearing or determines on his or her own motion to hold a hearing on the application
for an interim rating plan, but does not approve or disapprove the proposed interim
rating plan within the later 0[30 days from the date the commissioner grants a request
or determines to hold the hearing or January I, 1991, the interim rating plan may be
used until the time that the commissioner issues a decision.
If an interim rate or proposed interim rate is greater than the rate ultimately
approved, the insurer shall reftmd to its applicable policyholders, in proportion to the
amount of premium paid by each, the difference between the total amount earned and
the amount to which the insurer is entitled under the rate ultimately approved, together
with interest at the rate of 10 percent per year. In lieu of a refund, the insurer may
provide a credit to the policyholder if the amount due is less than three dollars ($3).

W Nothing contained in subdivisioniblJl!l or-fe)ill shall be construed to
expand, limit, or modify the requirements of subdivision (b) of Section 1861.02 .

.QD A violation of this section by any insurer shall subject it to the penalties
provided by Section 1861.14.
SEC. 8. Section 11580.07 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
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11580.07. Except when required by a conditional sales vendor, no person or
entity who is licensed pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 1621) of Part
2 of Division I and who holds an appointment by, or transacts insurance with, an
insurer which is admitted to issue a polic) ofstltoliiobile liability u.3w8uee, 43 described

in Section 16954 of the Vehicle Cock, or a motor vehicle liability policy. as described
in Section 16450 of the Vehicle Code; or any policy or coverage described in Section
660, shall require any insured to purchase or maintain automobile collision coverage,
as defined in Section 660, for the insured motor vehic1e as a condition to the issuance

or maintenance of comprehensive coverage for such motor vehicle, unless such policy
requires the purchase of both such coverages.
This section shall apply only to those policies and coverages issued or renewed
on or after the effective date of this section.
As used in this section, "comprehensive coverage" means coverage for loss or
damage to the insured motor vehicle resulting from a cause other than collision or
upset.
SEC. 9. Section 11580.08 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11580.08. With respect to disclosure of the fact of an afTest for any violation
of the Vehicle Code or of a city or county ordinance or resolution relating to vehicles
or their operators or owner which did not result in a conviction, the issuer, or his agency
or employee, Ofllli) polie) Oflltltoiliobile li8bilit) itL3tlI8Uee (a3 de3eJibed in Seetion
16956 ohhe Vehicle Code), any motor vehicle liability policy (as described in Section
16450 oftbe Vehicle Code); or any policy or coverage described in Section 660, shall
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not inquire of an applicant whether he has been arrested under such circumstances or
to condition the issuance of any such policy on the applicant's making such disclosure.

SEC. 10. Section 11580.01 1 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11580.011. (a) As used in this section, «child passenger restraint system" means
a system as described in Section 27360 of the Vehicle Code.
(b) Every policy ofautomobile liability insurance, !t3 deseribed in Seetien 16954
of the Vehiele Code, shall provide liability coverage for replacement ofa child passenger
restraint system that was in use by a child during an accident for which liability coverage
under the policy is applicable due to the liability of an insured.

(e) Every policy of automobile liability insurance that provides uninsured motorist
property damage coverage, as described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section
11580.26, shall provide coverage for replacement of a child passenger restraint system
that was in use by a child during an accident for which uninsured motorist property
damage coverage under the policy is applicable due to the liability of an uninsured
motorist.
(d) Every policy that provides automob ile collision coverage or automobile
physical damage coverage, as described in Section 660, shall include a child passenger
restraint system within the definition ofcovered property, if the child passenger restraint
system was in use by a child during an accident.
(e) Upon the filing of a claim pursuant to a policy described in subdivision (b),
(c), or (d), unless otherwise detennined, an insurer shall have an obligation to ask
whether a child passenger restraint system was in use by a child during an accident
that is covered by the policy, and an obligation to replace the child passenger restraint
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system in accordance with this section ifit was in use by a child during the accident
or reimburse the claimant for the cost of purchasing a new child passenger restraint
system.

(f) An insured, upon acquiring a replacement child passenger restraint system,

may surrender the child passenger restraint system that was replaced to the nearest
office cfthe Department of the California Highway Patrol.
SEC. 11. Section 11580.1 of the Insurance Code is repealed.
11589.1. (a) No policy of lttltenilobile littbili~

1695 ~ of the Vehicle Code eo. '1 iug liMili!:)

itlSttfltliee

described in Seetiem

lit ising Ottt of the 6 n nelsmp,

fflai:ntentmee,

or use of 3011) HINer .chicle shall be issued: or deli.,eiCel in this state Oil 61 afte! the
effeeti. e elate of thh seetiem tinless it contains the pro. isioI13 set forth in stlbdi. ision

(b). IIone.el, none orihe lequixements ofsl1bdi.ision (b) shall app1) to the insmance
affOided ttnder the pelie) (1) to the extent that the iliSl1lanee exeeeds the limit:3 specified
in stlbdi. isioli (a) of Sectiem 16056 oftlle Vehiele Code, or (2) if tile poliC)' eontains

an tlnder 1) ins instll anee I equit ement, 01 pi o. ides for a I elained limit ofsclf instli anee,
eqtla1 to or gteatel titan the liliiits specified iii subdi.ision Ea) of Section 16056 of the
Vehicle Code.
(b) E .el) polie) of atnoInobilc liabiliry ili3tllflliCe to .. "ic" subdi. ision (a)
applies shall ee>utain all ofthc following plo.isiolts.
(J) Coverage limits not less Hian tile lilliits speeifwd iii 3ubdil' isioll (a) of Section
16056 oft-lte Veliiele Cede.
(2) Designation b) explieit desel iptio1l of, 01 applopl iate [efe, CiJee to, the InOtOI
"ehieles Of class ofmOlOI vehieles

t6 •• hie"

e{herage is speeifieall) glanced.
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(3) DesigJJatioIl by explicit description aftite pwposes fen

~~hieh

eoyeiage £01

th03C lllotaI "chieles is specifically excluded.

(4) Pro. jsion aifotciillg insl1Jtmee ta the mimed instil ed .. iEb r espec! to

ltil)

e... ned 61 leo!lSed malo} .chiele ca"ezed by the poliG), and: to the sanle extent that

mStU8nee is ttffOlaed t6 the named i1l3ttieei, to an) ethel "elson wing the motol .. chiele,

plodded Hie tlSC is b) the named inst:lrea OJ nith his 61 !tel pC1iuiss ieon, ex-preB 6I
implied:, ana .. ithin the scope of that pCIHlissiem, exeept that. (A)

~. ith

regala t6

tnstlfttnee aH'ended fen the lattding 6r tluleading efthe Bleile! .ehiele, the iustHanee
Ina) be limited to apply only to the named i:nstued:, a lelati.e afme named instHed

.vho is a Icsident efthe naIl'~ed inswed'g household, fllessee or bflilee ,,[the motet
.ehiele, 01 !hI emple)ee "L~I:Ii) efthese persons, find (B) the instlrflnee afforded te fill)

pel sell ethet H'fln the nfilOed insmed lIeed not fll'pl) to. (i)
to cedi!) inj ttl J sttstflined by

fI

5:11)

empIo)ee nith lespeet

felle ,. en'1'io) ee injtl1 ed in the seope and eotlrse of his

01 her emplo)ment, 6t (ii) fm) pelson, Ot to fill) agent 01 emplo)ee theleof, emplo)ed
01 othel wise engaged in the bHs:i:ness of selling, Iepairing, seI "ieing, de~i .eling, testing,
load testing, parking, or storing atttoIflobiles •• itl. respeet to 8ft'] aeeident arising OtH
oftlte Inaintenanee 01 Hse oia nlotoI .ehiele iii eelmeetion theIe .. ith. As tlsed in this
ehapter, " eYiIied motel .ehiele" ine1tldes all motol .ehieles deselibea Md latea itl fhe
polie).
(e) In addition to an) exe1tlsien plo.idea in palaglaph (3) o[stlbdi.isieli (b),
the mstllanee affended b) an) polie) ofaute1Hebile liabilit, instllanee te .. hieh
subdi. isio" (a) applies, Htelttaing the iliSttlel '03 obligatieli te defend, Ina), b) appiOpi iate
poliey

pI 0

oision, be made mfipplieable to fill) 01 fill of the fedlohing.
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(1) Liability aSStlinea by the inSblea uade. eonHaet.

(2) LiBbilit)

fOI

bodily injtttj

61

property

diUiHtge

caused intelltionally by

or

at

the <:Iii eGfionof the insttl ed.

(3) Liability ililposed t1I'Oh 01

tIoS3tllnea

by the in:n:nea

unaci lUi)

norkcls'

compensation 1ft Iii.
(1) Liability fOJ bodily injttlj to an) employee Bfthe iustiJee 8:lising Otlt ofaud
in the eell:ttsc of his

Of

hel emplOjl'l:lent.

(5) Liability fef! bodily injttlj to an imttlea e.lf liability fOf bedil) injtllj to all

instllea •• henever the tti:tirnate oel'lef-its "hhat indenmiHcatioIl !:leeltle di:teetl)

OJ

indileetl) to lU'l instuea.

(6) Liabilitj fur damage t6 plopert) Ohtl:ea, tented to, transportee by, Of ift the

chasge of, Ml HlStued. A mMOI .ehiele opelated by an instuca shrill be eemsidcJed to
be 1'161'e1"l:) in the ehmge of an instned.
(7) Littbilil:) fOl lln) bodil) il1jw)
ilistnanee is

01

01

prOpel!) dantage nith Iespeetto Vlhieh

can be afforded tllldel a Ildeieru enelg) liabilit) polie) .

(8) An) Idotor .ehiele or class ofmotol vehieles,

B:3

dese1ibed 01 designated in

the polk) , hi*, le3peet to .. hieh eo.elage is explieitl) exeJdded, in

~hole

01 tll palt.

"The iustlfed" as tlsed in paraglaph3 (1), (2), (3), find (1) shall tHelHI onl) thflt
inStil cd dlifier the poIie) agaillst •• hom the pa(tiediflJ eiailtl is laade

01

Sdit bIOtlght.

"An insdl cd" as tlsed in pal agl aphs (5) and (6~ shallmerul :!ttl) instil ed dlidel the pelie)
ineltldillg these pel sons •• 110 ',6t1le htl. e othen, ise beef'l ineltlded .. ithitl tile polie; 's
deft .11+0
• " of an i.. :mred bdt, b) agieemelit, ale ::mbjeet to the limitatiolls of pitt tlglsph

(1) 8f Jtlbdi, isif)f'l (d).
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(d)

~~ot\:. ith:HM'J:d:ing pal

at. aph (4) efsttbdi vision (0), OJ ,\::itiele 2 (cohune••eil.!:

with Section 16458) of Chaptel 3 ofDi"ision 7 6f, 6. Article 2 (ec:mlll'leneing .. ith
SeetieJ1 17159) flf CltapteI 1 6[Oi .ision 9 6f, the \~biele Cede, tIle instlle. and an)
nllIl'led i1'lst:Hed may, by the terms oraBY poli O) OfStltofhobile liabili£) iU3tbltnee t6

."lieh 3t1bdi.ision (8) applies, 6f bJ f1Seplhate Miting • elating thereto, agree 83 to

either or both of the foHo .. itt!> liInitatio1'ls, the agreernent to be bindi:ng lipon e.cry
iilswed: t6 ",hOIIl the polie) applies Slid tlpon evel] (hia! pai£:Y claimant.
(1) That ethelsge 8t't8 the mStHer's obligation to defend tltlder the po1ie, shall
tlot app1)
fitt)

hOI lleeltle t6

the benefit OiM) MStHea

61

au) tbnd part) claimant •• hile

motol .ehiele is being tlsed 6I opeHlted by a hafullil perSOll 01 pe1so11s designated

by name. TIlese limitations shaH appl) to 811) ttse 61 opel8:tion ofa UlOtOI .ehiele,
ineitlding the negligent 01 alleged negligent enatlsUnent ora WOt01 .ehiele to that
designated pe1S011 61 pelsof1S. This ltg.eement applies to all eo. erage 1'16. ided b) that
poliC) and is st:t:Hieient to eOlDpl) nith the leqtti1 elnents ofpalag:Iaph (2) ofstlbdi. ision
(~

orScetion 11588.2 to delete eo. elage "heil a IhOtO•• el.iele is 0l'e.ated b) a ••atUla!

pelson 01 pe1sons designated b) nalhe. The iustlIer sllall lIa.e 811obligation 10 defend
the liMned instlled Tiherl all crthe felloni.:ng apply to that desigllateo fttltHltl! pelsoft.
(ll) He or she is a resident' of the Slillie hot:tsehold as the named: instil eeL
(D) As a lestIit ofopetatiug the iustbed mOWI .ehiele oflbe named iust:tled, he

51 she is jointl) sued .. ith the Milled iJtsl1.eo.
(0) IIe 01 she is ali instbed tlIlder a sepalatc atitoliiobile liability inSt1l8hee poliey

issdea to him 01 hel as a naHled illStllCd, .. hieh polie) does not ple.. ide a defense to
the hamed inStil cd.
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Ali aglcemcnt made b:f the inStilc. And an) named i:t'lSt11ed hlOle 1L41169 68)3
fulloning the iueeption orale pelie)' exelttding

11:

designated 1'013011 by liltIne shall be

effceti.e flom the date ortlle agIcement ftild shsll , ",ith the sigu8ttlre efa I1f1med

i113dled, be eone1tl3i.e c.idenee OftlkC .alidity of the agiec.neat.
That agreement sitallicmain iIi £olee as Ions as the reliC)' leliiaias in MIce, and
~ppl)

to fln)

eontintla~ion,

lene •• a1, or replacement oftl.e polie) by the named

inStlfCd, or reinstatement of ~he petie) ., ithill 39, da)3 of an) lapse aletCof.

(2) TI.ftt .. itlllcgaid to a polie) issttcd to II halIied: tllswea engaged itl the bttsincS3
ofleZl3ing .chicles fot those .. ehicles that file leased fe,. a teLlIl iii excess ofstx menthOl,

81 selling, lepaiting, SCi "icing, d:e1i~ering, testing, lead le3ti:ng, plHking, 01 3tOling
fitlt0ft10bile3, eo.elfige 3hfill :t1:ot fippl) to fiU) pei30tl other thlHt the :t1:fimed instlfed Of
hi3 o. hel figeat 01 employee, except to t:he extent !:lIfit the limits oflifibilit) ef8::t'l:) ethel
.filid and eolleetible illSl1:ffiElee fi.ailable t6 that person are not equal to the lintits of
liability speeifloed in stlbdi. i5ion (8) o[Seetion 16856 of the Vehiele Code. If the poliey
is issued t08 n81ued iusttied: ellg8ged in the btlsiuess of leasing .ehieles,

Iii

hieh btJ:sines3

ineltt:des-the lease of. ehieles fet a tell •• in exeess of six 1l10Ittit3, llnd the les301 inell1des
ill the le8se 8tllOI:t1:obile li8bilit) instllAnee, the tell liS and liMits of whieh ttle not
othel .. ise speeified in the lefise, Hie lIlu ..ed instlled shall iIteolporate 8 pJo.ision in
ellch .ehiele ICMe eontillet ad .. ising H.e lessee o[lI.e piC" isio'ilS cf tl.is stlbdi. ision and

the faet Hail thislililitatioll is fippliefible except llS oth" ... he plc.ided [01 by sttl:H:l:te or
fedelllllll ... .
(e) Nethillg iii this seetion 01 in Seetion 16854 01 16458 of t·he Vehiele Code
SI1811 be eemSl1 !:led te cOHstilt1te a liolueonlier's peliey, pelseillal alta Iesidenee liability
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policy, personal and falln iiabilif) polio), geneil1lliabilif) pelie), ce>mplcbcli3i.e

PCisolialliability polic),111<'l:ntlfaettucls' Bond eel'lhaetOis' peliey, plclniscsiiabiiit)
policy, special Illulti!,c!il peliey, 81 My polic) ell enaOISCltlent .. hOle automobile

liMiJi!) eo vel age is offet ed 0!t8 meideutal to Sf)me otliel basic eo. 01 age as ftli "stltoloo-bi1e
liability policy "

n

ithin the meaning of Section 168504 of the ''chiele Code,

61

as a

"motor .. chicle liability poliC)" within the meaning of Section 164Se of the Vehiele
Code, liOf shall tbis section apply to a poliey that PIO" ides insmtmee eo .Cling liabilif)

arising Ottt oft:b:e e •• neIshi!', maintenance, 61 tlSC 0(811) rnetell .chiele in the RCl'tlblie
of Mexieo isstlca

6.

deli.ered in this state b)

II

nOllllen.ittee Mexieall iustHel ,

notnlth3t8:fteing that the poliey mil) plo.iee lltitoifiobile 01 motor .ehide Iiabiht)
e.o.etage on m.3Hlea premi3e3 or the .. a)s irmnediately adjoinH:lg:"

(f} (1) On m.d afler JanUlll) 1, 1976,no polie) of autothObile liability illsthlll1ee
de"el ibed ill 3t1bdl. ision (ft) shaH be i"stled, arnended, or rene .. ed in ti.i" state if it
eoutai1l3 an) pIo.ilion that expJess}) 01 impliedl) exeitldes from eo.elage tlnael the
polie) the opelatio11 01 tlse of all instlied IHOtOi .ehide b) the named i-nstlJed in the
perfoflrla:nee of .oltwteel seniees fOI a nonploftt ebaritable olganizatiou 01
go. eliliileutalageney b) 1'10. idiug "oeial sel "iee [laUSp01 tation. Tlli" stlbei. isiol' shaH
not apply in ail) ease in .. hieh the nallied ilistlted leeei.es

fin)

lenltlhelation of allY

bad othel thllilleiilibtl1 sernent f6i aettlal mileage till.en in the pelfolllillnee onhose
sel vice" at a late hot to exeeed the folloning.
(A) FOf the 1989 81 fiseal )e81, the maXimtllLliate 8tllitOtized b) the CalifBluia
\i:etiai Compensatioll and Go>ctmneut Claims Bomd, .d,ieh sn8H 81so be k:tIO>dl as
the "base 18te."
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CD}

F01

each 830ftl :) cal theJeaftel, the gloatoJ of eithe! (A) the I11ftxilntllli late

authorized b) the Califontia Victim Cempcnsation and Go .C1I1ment Claims DOlno or

(D) the base I ate as adjHsted by the California

C01l31:lIhCr

PI ice Index.

(2) No policy ofiu3tU8nee iS3bCd undet this seeti0111Il8) be canceled by an

inStil'l sold) WI the leason Hilit the named iustued is ",{fa11ning .o!tlnteer set.iees

fur a neuJHofit ehsl itable erganizatiof'l 61 go .ernmeatal agency consisting 0[1'10. iding

soeialscl.iee tIanspOitatioil.
(3) For the J)l:1:::I1'63e3 oft-his section, "secial

SCi

dee transportation" mcftus

t:r ttrLsporttttioIt SCI, ices PIO; idea by 1'1 i. ate nOltp(ofit orglHlizatiems
cithel htdi" idttals 9. ho at e seaiot eitizcm 01 indi. idtttth

e;t

OJ

indi" idttals to

grbl1pS bf indi ddttah dd.o

ha.e special transportatibfi nccels became 8f1"h) sical 01 Hiental eonditibns and stlf'1"8rted
1ft

."hole or in part b) funding Horn pri~atc or 1"ttblie agencies.
(g) Not>. ith't."ding pM.g'"ph (4) ofs"bdi. i,ion (b), or Artie!e 2 (eonunelleillg

.. ith Section 16459) 8fChapte1 3 bfDi.ision? of,

b1

Article 2 ~ebrJ11dehei1lg with

Scetion 171 S9) of Chapter 1 ofOi .isibn 9 of, the Vehide Code, a MexieaIlllbIiadmined
insttfer aud Mi) nallied instu cd lila) , b) the terrilS oran) polie) bfal1tbl,lbbile insurance

fOi use sblel) in the Roepublie ofMexieb to .. hieh sl1bdi.isiou ~a) applies, OJ b) a
sepal ate .. r itirlg [dating thereto, agree to the limitatioll that eOTera!;e tlliaer that pblie)
shallllbt apply to au) peIso11 riding iii or occupying a .ehicle o .. ned by the insured bI
dl; ,eu b) anbtheJ peIson

Vi

ith the perrllissiblt of the iusuled. The agreenlerlt sllall be

binding tlpOIi e.el) iust:1red to •• hblii the polie) applies and ttpOIi an) Hlird part)
claimant.
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(I.) rIo polic) of 8tttoil1obile ih3wance dutt pi 0, ides iusttf linee eo vel iug liability
arising 6t:tt ofthe ehinezship, maintenance, or tlse of all) InotOI .chiele solely in the

Rtptlblie of Mexi eo iS3tlea b) a nonamniaoea Mexican illSt11ltilee compau), sliall be
subject to,

OJ plo~ide

eOvenge ful , those eovelages plovieied in Section 11589.2.

SEC. 12. Section 11580.15 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:

11580.15. Subject to the approval of the Insurance Commissioner, every
admitted insurer issuing or renewing motor vehicle liability policies as defined in
Section 16854

61

16450 of the Vehicle Code shall, at the time of offering to issue or

offering to renew any such policy, disclose to the applicant in writing as a freestanding
document, which brings attention to the applicant, all discounts, if any, that are available
from the insurer for that insurance and for any related insurance provided under that
policy. The insurer shall disclose any discounts for good drivers, senior drivers, students,
multiple cars, and any other discounts that are available from that insurer. The disclosure
shall be required for personal lines of motor vehicle insurance.
Every insurer that sells insurance through licensed agents or brokers shall disclose
in writing to the agents and brokers all of the discounts that are required to be disclosed
to the applicant under this section, and shall require its agents and brokers to make the
disclosures required by this section.
SEC. 13. Section 11580.2 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11580.2. (a) (1) No policy of bodily injury liability insurance covering liability

arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of any motor vehicle, except for
poli c ~es

that provide insurance in the Republic of Mexico issued or delivered in this

state by nonadmitted Mexican insurers, shall be issued or delivered in this state to the
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owner or operator of a motor vehicle, or shall be issued or delivered by any insurer

licensed in this state upon any motor vehicle then principally used or principally garaged
in this state, unless the policy contains, or has added to it by endorsement, a provision
with coverage limits at least equal to the limits specified in subdivision (rn) and in no
ease less than the fu,aneial1espoflsibilitj leqt1ilements speeifted in Section 16056 of
the Vehie1e Code insuring the insured, the insured's heirs or legal representative for
all sums within the limits that he, she, or they, as the case may be, shall be legally
entitled to recover as damages for bodily injury or wrongful death from the owner or

operator of an uninsured motor vehicle. The insurer and any named insured, prior to
or subsequent to the issuance or renewal of a policy, may, by agreement in writing, in
the form specified in paragraph (2) or paragraph (3), (I) delete the provision covering

. damage caused by an uninsured motor vehicle completely, or (2) delete the coverage
when a motor vehicle is operated by a natural person or persons designated by name,
or (3) agree to provide the coverage in an amount less than that required by subdivision
(m) bat Hot less thali thc fillaiicial ,cspollsibilit) lcqttileuients specified iii Section

16956 of the Vehiele Codc. Any of these agreements by any named insured or agreement
for the amount of coverage shall be binding upon every insured to whom the policy or
endorsement provisions apply while the policy is in force, and shall continue to be so
binding with respect to any continuation or renewal of the policy or with respect

to

any other policy that extends, changes, supersedes, or replaces the policy issued to the
named insured by the same insurer, or with respect to reinstatement of the policy within
30 days of any lapse thereof. A policy shall be excluded from the application of this
section if the automobile liability coverage is provided only on an excess or umbrella
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basis. Nothing in this section shall require that uninsured motorist coverage be offered
or provided in any homeowner policy, personal and residents' liability policy.

comprehensive personal liability policy. manufacturers' and contractors' policy.
premises liability policy, special multiperil policy, or any other policy or endorsement
where automobile liability coverage is offered as incidental to some other basic
coverage, notwithstanding that the policy may provide automobile or motor vehicle
liability coverage on insured premises or the ways immediately adjoining.
(2) The agreement specified in paragraph (1) to delete the provision covering

damage caused by an uninsured motor vehicle completely or delete the coverage when
a motor vehicle is operated by a natural person or persons designated by name shall
be in the following fonn:

"The California Insurance Code requires an insurer to provide uninsured motorists
coverage in each bodily injury liability insurance policy it issues covering liability
arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle. Those provisions
also permit the insurer and the applicant to delete the coverage completely or to delete
the coverage when a motor vehicle is operated by a natural person or persons designated
by name. Uninsured motorists coverage insures the insured, his or her heirs, or legal
representatives for all sums within the limits established by law, that the person or
persons are legally entitled to recover as damages for bodily injury, including any
resulting sickness, disease, or death, to th e insured from the owner or operator of an
uninsured motor vehicle not owned or operated by the insured or a resident of the same
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household. An uninsured motor vehicle includes an underinsured motor vehicle as

defined in subdivision (P) ofSecrion 11580.2 ofrhe Insurance Code."

The agreement may contain additional statements not in derogation of or in
conflict with the foregoing. The execution of the agreement shall relieve the insurer
of liability under this section while the agreement remains in effect.
(3) The agreement specified in paragraph (l) to provide coverage in an amount
less than that required by subdivision (m) shall be in the following fann:

"The California Insurance Code requires an msmer to pr,?vide uninsured motorists
coverage in each bodily injury liability insurance policy it issues covering liability
arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle. Those provisions

also permit the insurer and the applicant to agree to provide the coverage in an amount
less than that required by subdivision (m) of Section 11580.2 of the Insurance Code
btlt hot less thft11 the mllhieial.espoU8ibilitj teqtliternents. Uninsured motorists coverage

insures the insured, his or her heirs, or legal representatives for all sums within the
limits established by law, that the person or persons are legally entitled to recover as
damages for bodily injury, including any resulting sickness, disease, or death, to the
insured from the owner or operator ofan uninsured motor vehicle not owned or operated
by the insured or a resident of the same household. An uninsured motor vehicle includes
an underinsured motor vehicle as defined in subdivision (P) of Section 1] 580.2 ofthe
Insurance Code."
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The agreement may contain additional statements not in derogation of or in
conflict with this paragraph. However, it shall be presumed that an application for a
policy of bodily injury liability insurance containing uninsured motorist coverage in
an amount less than that required by subdivision (m), signed by the named insured and
approved by the insurer, with a policy effective date after January 1, 1985, shall be a
valid agreement as to the amount of uninsured motorist coverage to be provided.
(b) As used in subdivision (a), "bodily injury" includes sickness or disease,
including death, resulting therefrom; "named insured" means only the individual or
organization named in the declarations of the policy of motor vehicle bodily injury
liability insurance referred to in subdivision (a); as used in subdivision (a) if the named
insured is an individual "insured" means the named insured and the spouse of the
named insured and, while residents of the same household, relatives of either while
occupants of a motor vehicle or otherwise, heirs and any other person while in or upon
or entering into or alighting from an insured motor vehicle and any person with respect
to damages he or she is entitled to recover for care or loss of services because of bodily
injury to which the policy provisions or endorsement apply; as used in subdivision (a),
if the named insured is an entity other than an individual, "insured" means any person
while in or upon or entering into or alighting from an insured motor vehicle and any
person with respect to damages he or she is entitled to recover for care or loss of services
because of bodily injury to which the policy provisions or endorsement apply. As used
in this subdivision, "individual" shall not include persons doing business as corporations,
partnerships, or associations . As used in this subdivision, «insured motor vehicle"
means the motor vehicle described in the underlying insurance policy of which the
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uninsured motorist endorsement or coverage is a part, a temporary substitute automobile
for which liability coverage is provided in the policy or a newly acquired automobile
for which liab ility coverage is provided in the policy if the motor vehicle is used by

the named insured or with his or her pennission or consent, express or implied, and
any other automobile not owned by or furnished for the regular use of the named insured
or any resident of the same household, or by a natural person or persons for whom

coverage has been deleted in accordance with subd ivision (a) while being operated by
the named insured or his or her spouse if a resident of the same household, but "insured
motor vehicle" shall not include any automobile while used as a public or livery
conveyance. As used in this section, "uninsured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle .
with respect to the ownership, maintenance or use of which there is no bodily injury
liability insurance or bond applicable at the time of the accident, or there is the
applicable insurance or bond but the company writing the insurance or bond denies
coverage thereunder or refuses to admit coverage thereunder except conditionally or
with reservation, or an "underinsured motor vehicle" as defined in subdivision (P), or
a motor vehicle used without the permission of the owner thereof if there is no bodily
injury liability insurance or bond applicable at the time of the accident with respect to
the owner or operator thereof, or the owner or operator thereof be unknown, provided
that, with respect to an "uninsured motor vehicle" whose owner or operator is unknown:
(I) The bodily injury has arisen out of physical contact of the automobile with
the insured or with an automobile that the insured is occupying.
(2) The insured or someone on his or her behalfhas reported the accident within
24 hours to the police department of the city where the accident occurred or, if the
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accident occurred in unincorporated territory then either to the sheriff of the county

where the accident occurred or to the local headquarters of the California Highway
Patrol, and has filed with the insurer within 30 days thereafter a statement under oath

that the insured or his or her legal representative has or the insured's heirs have a cause
of action arising out of the accident for damages against a person or persons whose

identity is unascertainable and set forth facts in support thereof. As used in this section,
"uninsured motor vehicle" shall not include a motor vehicle owned or operated by the
named insured or any resident of the same household or self-insured within the meaning

of the Financial Responsibility Law of the state in which the motor vehicle is registered
or that is owned by the United States ofAmerica, Canada, a state or political subdivision
of any of those governments or an agency of any of the foregoing, or a land motor
vehicle or trailer while located for use as a residence or premises and not as a vehicle,
or any equipment or vehicle designed or modified for use primarily off public roads,
except while actually upon public roads.
As used in this section, "uninsured motor vehicle" also means an insured motor
vehicle where the liability insurer thereof is unable to make payment with respect to
the legal liability ofits insured within the limits specified therein because of insolvency.
An insurer's solvency protection shall be applicable only to accidents occurring during
a policy period in which its insured's motor vehicle coverage is in effect where the
liability insurer of the tortfeasor becomes insolvent within one year of the accident. In
the event of payment to any person under the coverage required by this section and
subject to the terms and conditions of the coverage, the insurer making the payment,
shall to the extent thereof, be entitled to any proceeds that may be recoverable from
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the assets of the insolvent insurer through any settlement or judgment of the person
against the insolvent insurer.

Nothing itl this section is intended to exelttde flOft. the definition of au ttninsttred
motol .c1.iele any IilotoiC]ele 01 pI i .ate pa3sellgel t)pe fOttl .. heel <iri.e motor .ehicle
if that .chiele

~8:3

sttbjeet to llnd failed to eOlnpi) with the Fi1'Ianeial ReSl'OllSibilit)

La.. of this state.
(c) The insurance coverage provided for in this section does not apply either as
primary or as excess coverage:
(1) To property damage sustained by the insured.
(2) To bodily injury of the insured while in or upon or while entering into or
alighting from a motor vehicle other than the described motor vehicle if the owner
thereof has insurance similar to that provided in this section.

(3) To bodily injury of the insured with respect to which the insured or his or
her representative shall, without the written consent of the insurer, make any settlement
with or prosecute to judgment any action against any person who may be legally liable
therefor.
(4) In any instance where it would inure directly or indirectly to the benefit of
any workers' compensation carrier or to any person qualified as a self-insurer under
any workers' compensation law, or directly to the benefit of the United States, or any
state or any political subdivision thereof.

(5) 16 eJl8bii3il ploof of fUl81tei8il C3POl13ibilit) 83 pro. idea ttl Section 16954

of the Vehiele Code.
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W To bodily injury of the insured while occupying a motor v.ehicle owned by
an insured or leased to an insured under a written contract for a period of six months
or longer. unless the occupied vehicle is an insured motor vehicle. "Motor vehicle" as
used in this paragraph means any self-propelled vehicle.

@Tobodilyinjuryoftbeinsuredwhenstruckby a vehicle owned by an insured,
except when the injured insured's vehiclejs being operated, or caused to be operated,

by a person without the injured insured 's consent in connection with criminal activity

that has been documented in a police report and that the injured insured is not a party
to.

ill To bodily injury of the insured while occupying a motor vehicle rented or
leased to the insured for public or livery purposes.
(d) Subject to paragraph (2) of subdivision (c), the policy or endorsement may

provide that if the insured has insurance available lO the insured under more than one
uninsured motorist coverage provision, any damages shall not be deemed to exceed
the higher oftbe app li cable limits ofLhe respective coverages, and the damages shall

be prorated between the applicable coverages as the limits of each coverage bear to
the total of the limits.
(e) The policy or endorsement added thereto may provide that if the insured has

valid and collectible automobile medical payment insurance available to him or her,
the damages that the insured shall be entitled to recover from the owner or operator of
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an unjnsured motor vehicle shall be reduced for purposes ofuninsured motorist coverage
by the amounts paid or due to be paid under the automobile medical payment insurance.
(f) The policy or an endorsement added thereto shall provide that the

detennination as to whether the insured shaH be legally entitled to recover damages,
and if so e.ntitled, the amount thereof, shall be made by agreement between the insured
and the insurer or, in the event of disagreement, by arbitration. The arbitration shall
be conducted by a single neutral arbitrator. An award or a judgment confinning an

award shall not he conclusive on any party in any action or proceeding between (i) the
insured, his or her insurer, his or her legal representative, or his or her heirs and (ii)

the uninsured motorist to recover damages arising out of the accident upon which the
award is based. If the insured has or may have rights to benefits, other than
nonoccupational disability benefits, under any workers' compensation law, the arbitrator
shall not proceed with the arbitration until the insured's physical condition is stationary
and ratable. In those cases in which the insured claims a permanent disability, the
claims shall, unless good cause be shown, be adjudicated by award or settled by
compromise and release before the arbitration may proceed. Any demand or petition
for arbitration shall contain a declaration, under penalty of perjury, stating whether (i)
the insured has a workers' compensation claim; (ii) the claim has proceeded to findings
and award or settlement on all issues reasonably contemplated to be detennined in that
claim; and (iii) if not, what reasons amounting to good cause are grounds for the
arbitration to proceed immediately. The arbitration shall be deemed to be a proceeding
and the hearing before the arbitrator shall be deemed to be the trial of an issue therein
for purposes of issuance ofa subpoena by an attorney ofa party to the arbitration under
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Section 1985 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Title 4 (commencing with Section
2016.010) of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure shall be applicable to these

detenninations, and all rights, remedies, obligations, liabi"tities and procedures set forth
in Title 4 (commencing with Section 2016.010) of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure

shall be available to both tbe insured and the insurer at any time after the accident,
both before and after the commencement of arbitration, if any, with the following
limitations:
(I) Whenever in Title 4 (commencing with Section 2016.0 10) of Part 4 of the

Code of Civil Procedure, reference is made to the court in which the action is pending,
or provision is made for application to the court or obtaining leave ofcourt or approval

by the court, the court that shilll have jurisdiction for the purposes of this section shall
be the superior court of the State of California, in and for any county that is a proper
county for the fil ing of a suit for bodily injury arising out of the accident, against the
uninsured motorist, or any county specified in the policy or an endorsement added
thereto as a proper county for arbitration or action thereon.
(2) Any proper court to which app lication is first made by.either the insured or
the insurer under Title 4 (commencing with Section 20 16.010) of Part 4 oftbe Code

of Civil Procedure for any discovery or other relief or remedy, shall thereafter be the
only court to which either of the parties shall make any applications under Title 4
(commencing with Section 2016.0 I 0) of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure with

respect to the same accident, subject, however, to the right of the court to grant a change
of venue after a hearing upon notice, upon any of the grounds upon which change of
venue might be granted in an action filed in the superior court.
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(3) A deposition pursuant to Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 2025.010) of

Title 4 of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure may be taken without leave of court,
except that leave of court, granted with or without notice and for good cause shown,
must be obtained if the notice of tlle taking of the deposition is served by either parry
within 20 days after the accident.
(4) Subdivision (a) of Section 2025.280 of the Code of Civil Procedure is not
applicable to discovery under thi s section.
(5) For the purposes of discovery under this section, the insured and the insurer
shall each be deemed to be "'a party to the action," where that phrase is used in Section·
2025.260 of the Code o[Civil Procedure.
(6) Ioterrogatories under Chapter 13 (commencing with Section 2030.010) of
Title 4 of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure and requests for admission under
Chapter 16 (commencing with Section 2033.010) of Title 4 of Part 4 of the Code of
Civil Procedure may be served by either the insured or the insurer upon the other at

any time mor.e than 20 days after the accident without leave of court.
(7) Nothing in this section limits the rights of any party to discovery in any action
pending or that may hereafter be pending in any court.
(g) The insurer paying a claim under an uninsured motorist endorsement or
coverage shall be entitled to be subrogated to the rights of the insured to whom the
claim was paid against any person lega lly liable for the injury or death to the extent
that payment was made. The action may be brought with in three years from the date
that payment was made hereunder.
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(h) An insured entitled to recovery under the uninsured motorist endorsement
or coverage shall be reimbursed within the conditions stated herein without being

required to sign any release or waiver of rights to which he or she may be entitled under
any other insurance coverage applicable; nor shall payment under this section to the

insured be delayed or made contingent upon the decisions as to liability or distribution
of loss costs under other bodily injury liability insurance or any bond applicable to the
accident. Any loss payable under the terms of the uninsured motorist endorsement or
coverage to or for any person may be reduced:
(1) By the amount paid and the present value of all amounts payable to him or
her, his or her executor, administrator, heirs, or legal representative under any workers'
compensation law, exclusive of nonoccupational disability benefits.
(2) By the amount the insured is entitled to recover from any other person insured
under the underlying liability insurance policy of which the uninsured motorist
endorsement or coverage is a part, including any amounts tendered to the insured as
advance payment on behalf of the other person by the insurer providing the underlying
liability insurance.

(i) (1) No cause of action shall accrue to the insured under any policy or
endorsement provision issued pursuant to this section unless one of the following
actions have been taken within two years from the date of the accident:
(A) Suit for bodily injury has been filed against the uninsured mOlorist, in a court
of competent jurisdiction.
(B) Agreement as to the amount due under the policy has been concluded.
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(C) The insured has fonnally instituted arbitration proceedings by notifying the
insurer in writing sent by certified mail, return receipt requested. Notice shall be sent

to the insurer or to the agent for process designated by the insurer filed with the
department.
(2) Any arbitration instituted pursuant to this section shall be concluded either:
(A) Within five years from the institution of the arbitration proceeding.
(B) If the insured has a workers' compensation claim arising from the same
accident, within three years of the date the claim is concluded, or within the five-year

period set forth in subparagraph (A), whichever occurs later.

(3) The doctrines of estoppel, waiver. impossibility, impracticality, and futility
apply to excuse a party's noncompliance with the statutory timeframe, as determined

by the court.
(4) Parties to the insurance contract may stipulate in writing to extending the
time to conclude arbitration.

mNotWithstanding subdivisions (b) and (i), in the event the accident occurs in
any other state or foreign jurisdiction to which covcrage is extended under the policy
and the insurer of the tortfeasor becomes insolvent, any action authorized pursuant to
this section may be maintained within three months of the insolvency of the tortfeasor's
insurer, but in no event later than the pertinent period of lim~tation of the jurisdiction
in which the accident occurred.
(k) Notwithstanding subdivision (i), any insurer whose insured has made a claim
under his or her uninsured motorist coverage, and the cla im is pending, shall, at least
30 days before the expiration of the applicable statute of limitation, notify its insured
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in writing of the statute of limitation applicable to the injury or death. Failure of the
insurer to provide the written notice shall operate to toll any applicable statute of
limitation or other time limitation for a period of 30 days from the date the written
notice is actually given. The notice shall not he required if the insurer has received
notice that the insured is represented by an attorney.
(f) As used in subdivision (b). "public or livery conveyance," or terms of similar

import, shall not include the operation or use of a motor vehicle by the named insured
in the performance of volunteer services for a nonprofit charitable organization or

governmental agency by providing social service transportation as defmed: hI sttbdi . isiofl

Ell of See bon 11589.1. This subdivision shall apply only to policies of insurance issued,
amended, or renewed on or after January I, 1976. As used in this subdivision "social
service transportation" means transportatjon services provided by private nonprofit

organizations or individuals to either individuals who are senior citizens or individuals
Of

groups of individuals wbo have special transportation needs because of physical or

mental conditions and supported jn whole or in part by fuodjng from private or publjc
agencies

(m) Coverage provided under an uninsured motorist endorsement or coverage
shall be offered with coverage limits equal to the limits of liability for bodily injury in
the underlying policy of insurance, hut shall not be required to be offered with limits
in excess of the following amounts:
(I) A limit of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) because of bodily injury to or
death of one person in anyone accident.
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(2) Subject to the limit for one person set forth in paragraph (I), a limit of sixty

thousand dollars ($60,000) because of bodily injury to or death of two or more persons
in anyone accident.
(n) Underinsured motorist coverage shall be offered with limits equal to the

limits of liability for the insured's uninsured motorist limits in the underlying policy.
and may be offered with limits in excess of the uninsured motorist coverage. For the

purposes of this section, uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage shall be offered
as a single coverage. However, an insurer may offer coverage for damages for bodily

injury or wrongful death from the owner or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle
at greater limits than an uninsured motor vehicle.

(0) lfan insured has failed to provide an insurer with wage loss infonnation or

medical treatment record releases within 15 days of the insurer's request or has failed
to submit to a medical examination arranged by the insurer within 20 days of the
insurer's request, the insurer may, at any time prior to 30 days before the acrual
arbitration proceedings commence, request, and the insured sh,lll furnish, wage loss
information or medical treatment record releases, and the insurer may require the
insured, except during periods of hospitalization, to make himself or herself available
for a medical examination. The wage loss information or medical treatment record
releases shall be submitted by the insured within 10 days of request and the medical
examination shall be arranged by the insurer no sooner than 10 days after request,
unless the insured agrees to an earlier examination date, and not later than 20 days
after the request. If the insured fails to comply with the requirements of this subdivision ,
the acrual arbitration proceedings shall be stayed for at least 30 days following
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compliance by the insured. The proceedings shall be scheduled as soon as practicable
following expiration of the 30-day period.

(P) This subdivision applies only when bodily injury, as defined in subdivision
(b), is caused by an underinsured motor vehicle. If the provisions of this subdivision

conflict with subdivisions (a) through (0), the provisions afthis subdivision shall
prevail.

(1) As used in thi s subdivision, "an insured motor vehicle" is one that is insured
under a motor vehicle liability policy. or automobile liability insurance policy.
self-insured, or for which a cash deposit or bond has been posted to satisfy a financial
responsibility law.
(2) "Underinsured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle that is an insured motor

vehicle but insured for an amount that is less than the uninsured motorist limits carried
on the motor vehicle of the injured person.
(3) This coverage does not apply to any bodily injury until the limits of bodily
injury liability policies applicable to all insured motor vehicles causing the injury have
been exhausted by payment ofjudgments or settlements) and proof of the payment is
submitted to the insurer providing the underinsured motorist coverage.
(4) When bodily injill)' is caused by one or more motor vehicles) whether insured,

underinsured, or uninsured, the maximum liability of the insurer providing the
underinsured motorist coverage shall not exceed the insured's underinsured motorist
coverage limits, less the amount paid to the insured by or for any person or organization
that may be held legally liable for the injury.
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(5) The insurer paying a claim under this subdivision shall, to the extent of the
payment, be entitled to reimbursement or credit in the amount received by the insured
from the owner or operator of the underinsured motor veh.icle or the insurer o f the

owner or operator.
(6) If the insured brings an action against the owner or operator of an
underinsured motor vehicle, he or she shall forthwith give to the insurer providing the
underinsured motorist coverage a copy of the comp laint by personal service or certified
mail. All pleadings and depositions shaH be made available for copying or copies

furnished the insurer, at the insurer's expense, within a reasonable time.
(7) Underinsured motorist coverage shall be included in all policies of bodily

injury liability insurance providing uninsured motorist coverage issued or renewed on
or after July 1. 1985. Notwithstanding this section, an agreement to delete uninsured
motorist coverage completely, or with respect to a person or persons designated by
name, executed prior to July 1, 1985 , shall remain in full force and effect.

(q) Regardless of the number of vehicles involved whether insured or not,
persons covered, claims made, premiums paid or the number of premiums shown on
the policy. in no event shall the limit of liabil ity for two or more motor vehicl es or two
or more policies be added together, combined. or stacked to determine the limit of
insurance coverage available to injured persons.
SEC. 14 . Section 11580.25 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11580.25. No motor vehicle insured pursuant to a policy of insurance issued
under Section 11589.1 or 1 1580.2 shall be classified as a common carrier, livery. or
for-hire vehicle solely for the reason that the named insured is performing volunteer
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services for a nonprofit charitable organization or governmental agency consisting of
providing social service transportation as defined in subdivision (fJ ofSeetion 11588.1
W of Section 1 1580.2.
SEC. 15. Section 11580.26 ofthe Insurance Code is amended to read:

11580.26. (a) Except where a named insured has agreed pursuant to Section
11580.2 to delete the coverages provided by that section, no policy of bodily injury
liability insurance covering liability arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use

of any motor vehicle, except where the policy provides insurance in the Republic of
Mexico issued or delivered in this state by nonadmitted Mexican insurers, and except
a policy insuring a commercial vehicle as defined in Section 260 of the Vehicle Code,
shall be issued or delivered in this state to the owner or operator of a motor vehicle,
or shall be issued or delivered by any insurer licensed in this state upon any motor
vehicle then principally used or principally garaged in this state, unless a named insured
has been offered the following coverage:
(1) Where the policy of motor vehicle liability insurance includes collision
coverage as defined in subdivision (d) of Section 660, coverage which provides that
the deductible amount, if any, to be paid by the named insured under the collision
coverage shall be payable by the insurer in the event of collision involving a vehicle
owned by the named insured and insured under the policy, and an uninsured motor
vehicle.
(2) Where the policy of motor vehicle liability insurance does not include
collision coverage as defined in subdivision (d) of Section 660, coverage for property
damage to the insured motor vehicle, but not including personal property contained
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therein, caused by the owner or operator of an uninsured motor vehicle. As used in
this subdivision, "property damage" means payment for loss or damage to the insured
motor vehicle resulting from collision, not to exceed its actual cash value or three
thousand five hundred dollars ($3 ,500), whichever is less, for which loss or damage

the insured is legally entitled to recover from the owner or operator of an uninsured
motor vehicle. Property damage does not include compensation for loss afuse of the
motor vehicle. As used in this subdivision, the term "insured motor vehicle" means
the motor vehicle described in the underlying insurance po li cy of which the uninsured

motorist property damage coverage or endorsement applies.
(b) Every payment by an insurer under either coverage provided in paragraphs

(1) and (2) of subdivision (a) shall be payable under the tenos and conditions set forth
in the policy, and shall be made only where the collision involves actual, direct physical
contact between the insured and the uninsured motor vehicle and the owner or operator
ofthe uninsured motor vehicle is identified or the uninsured motor vehicle is identified

by its license number, provided that the insured or someone on his or her behalf shall
have reported the accident w ithin 10 business days to his or her insurer or their agent
and, provided furth er, that it is also detennined by the insured and insurer or, in the
event of disagreement, by arbitration conducted by a single neutral arbitrator, when
the insured has fonnally instituted arbitration proceedings within one year from the
date of the accident, that"the insured is lega lly entitled to recover the amount of the
payments for property damage from the owner or operator of the uninsured motor
vehicle. No cause of action shall exist against either an insured or insurer from
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exercising the right to request arbitration of a claim under this section or Section
1 1580.2.
(c) Any named insured, prior to or subsequent to the issuance or renewal ofa

policy, may elect not to accept the type of coverage provided by this section or the
insurer and any named insured may agree in writing to waive this coverage when a
motor vehicle is used or operated by a person or persons des ignated by name. That
election shall be binding upon every insured to whom the policy or endorsement
provisions apply while the policy is in force and shall continue to be so binding, with

respect to any continuation or renewal oftbe policy, or with respect to any other policy
which extends, changes, supersedes, or replaces the policy issued to the named insured
by the same insurer or with respect to reinstatement of the policy within 30 days of
any lapse thereof. A policy shall be excluded from the application of this section if the
only coverage, with respect to the use of any motor vehicle, is limited to the contingent
liability arising out of the use of non owned motor vehicles or if the automobile liability
coverage is provided only on an excess or umbrella basis.
(d) An insurer paying a claim under any coverage required by this section shall
be entitled to be subrogated to the rights of the insured to whom the claim was paid
against any person legally liable for the damage to the insured motor vehicle to the
extent that payment was made. The action m ay be brought within three years from the
date that payment was made pursuant to this section.

in the event of a covered loss to a vehicle that is insured for the coverage
described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) and also insured for collision coverage,
the collision coverage shall pay for the covered loss and th e insurance described in
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paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) shall only pay any deductible not covered by the
collision coverage not

to

ex.ceed three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500).

(e) As used in this section, "uninsured motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle

with respect to the ownership, maintenance, or use ofwhich there is no property damage

liability insurance or bond applicable at the time of the accident, or there is applicable
insurance or bond but the company writing the insurance or bond denies coverage
thereunder or refuses to admit coverage thereunder, except conditionally or with
reservation, or a motor vehicle used without the pennission of the owner thereof if

there is no property damage liability insurance or bond applicable at the time of the
accident with respect to the owner or operator thereof. A motol .ehie1e 9\1hieh hed A(

lellSt the IninilIittlll pI ope!'E) damage liabilitj limits leflttited ptifSttttnt to Seetioh 16956
of the Vehiele Code shaH nelt be held to be an tmirl3ttl ed hlotOI .ehiele e. en

i. hen the

pr6]'en, damage liabiliE) liImt3 me fiot sttffieient to eompensate £01 all ploper!) 6mnage
eattsed by the aMiCI

01

OPC1MOI oftlle .ehiele. As used in this section, "uninsured

motor vehicle" shall not include a motor vehicle owned or operated by any insured or
any resident of the named insured 's household or self-insured within the meaning of
the financial responsibility provisions of the state in which the motor vehicle is
registered or which is owned by the United States of America, Canada, a state or
political subdivi sion of any government, or an agency of any of the foregoing, or a
land motor vehicle or trailer operated on rails or crawler treads or while located for
use as a residence for premises and not as a vehicle, or a farm-type tractor or equipment
designed for use principally off public roads, except whi le actually upon public roads.
As used in this section, " uninsured motor vehicle" also means an insured motor vehicle
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where the liability insurer thereof is unable to make payment with respect to the legal

liability of its insured within the limits specified therein because of insolvency. An
insurer's solvency protection shall be applicable only to accidents occurring during a

policy period in which its insured's motor vehicle coverage is in effect where the
liability insurer of the tortfeasor becomes insolvent within one year of the accident. In
the event of payment to any person under the coverage required by this section and
subject to the terms and conditions of the coverage, the insurer making the payment
shall, to the extent thereof, be entitled to any proceeds which may he recoverable from

the assets of the insolvent insurer through any settlement or judgment of the person
against the insolvent insurer.
(f) The offer ofcoverage required by this section shall be made only for policies

issued or renewed on or after July 1, 1984.
(g) Any insurer whose insured has made a claim under either coverage provided
in paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a), and that claim is pending, shall, at leaS!
30 days before the expiration of the applicable statute of limitation, notify its insured
in writing of the statute oflimitation applicable to the property damage. Failure of the
insurer to provide the written notice shall operate to toll any applicable statute of
·limitation until 30 days after the date the written notice is actually given. The notice
shall not be required if the insurer has received notice that the insured is represented
by an attorney.
SEC. 16. Section I 1580.4 of the Insurance Code is repealed.
11589.4. in ali) action 01 31biaatioil piOeeedulg to detelilii:ue .. hethel ali insmed

shall be entitled to leeo .. el, ofdaili8ge:3 I:lildel t1hiu3dTed lliotOlist eovel8ge, I:he
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eeMiNettE' efthe Depal"tll'lClit efMolorVel.ieles that tile 6"1'C1 61 opelator " fthe liiata!

*chiele alleged to hi".e been ali tminsmcd illotel .chiele at the (ilne of the accident has
not established financial respoltsibilit), as pi 8. ided in Section 16929 of the ¥ebiele
Code, shall he admissible in e.idenee to crelite n lcbtlttable plestlmplion that stlch
.. chicle MiS an tluinstlled lnotol .chiele at the time ,,{the accident.

SEC. 17. Section 11580.9 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11580.9. (a) Where two or more policies affording valid and collectible
automobile liability insurance apply to the same motor vehicle in an occurrence out of
which a liability loss shall arise, and one policy affords coverage to a named insured
engaged in the business of selling, repairing, servicing, delivering, testing , road-testing,
parking, or storing motor vehicles, then both of the followin g shall be conclusively
presumed:
( 1) If, at the time of loss, the motor vehicle is being operated by any person
engaged in any of these businesses, or by his or her employee or agent, the insurance
afforded by the policy issued to the person engaged in the business shall be primary,
and the insurance afforded by any other poli cy sh all be excess.
(2) If, at the time ofloss, the motor vehicle is being operated by any person
other than as described in paragraph ( 1), the insurance afforded by the policy issued
to any person engaged in any ofthese businesses shall be excess over all other insurance

avail ab le to tbe operator as a named insured or otherwise .
(b) Where rwo or more policies apply to th e same loss, and one policy affords
coverage to a named insured who in the course of his or her busin ess rents or leases
motor vehicles w ithout operators, it shall he conclus ively presumed that the insurance
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afforded by that policy to a person other than the named insured or his or her agent or
employee, shall be excess over and not concurrent with, any other valid and collectible
insurance applicable to the same loss covering the person as a named insured or as an

additional insured duoeI a policy .. ith ~iIliits at least eqtttll ttl the fllllideiaI respoll3ibiliry
1eqtlilerIIents specified ht Seehen 16856 af the Velliele Cooe. The presumption provided
by this subdivision shall apply only if, at the time of the loss, the involved motor vehicle

either;
(l) Qualifies as a "commercial vehicle." For purposes of this subdivision,

"commercial vehicle" means a type ofvehic1e subject to registration or identification

under the laws of this state and is one of the following:
. (A) Used or maintained for the transportation of persons for hire, compensation,

or profit.
(B) Designed, used, or maintained primarily for the transportation of property.
(2) Has been leased for a term of six months or longer.
(c) Where two or more policies are applicable to the same loss arising out of
the loading or uploading of a motor vehicle, and one or more of the policies is issued
to the owner, tenant, or lessee of the premises on which the loading or unloading occurs,
it shall be conclusively presumed that the insurance afforded by the policy covering
the motor vehicle shall not be primary. notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any
endorsement required by law to be placed on the policy, but shall be excess over all
other valid and collectible insurance applicable to the same loss .. ith limits tip to the
finaneial I espeillsibiliry leqtlil ernents speeified in Seetian 16956 of the Vehie1e Cade.

In that event, the two or more policies shall not be construed as providing concurrent
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coverage, and only the insurance afforded by the policy or policies covering the premises
on which the loading or unloading occurs shall be primary and the policy or policies
shall cover as an additional insured with respect to the loading or unloading operations
all employees of the owner, tenant, or lessee while acting in the course and scope of

their employment.
(d) Except as provided in subdivisions (a), (b), and (c), where two or more

policies affording valid and collectible liability insurance apply to the same motor
vehicle or vehicles in an occurrence out of which a liability loss shall arise, it shall be
conclusively presumed that the insurance afforded by that policy in which the motor
vehicle is dc.scribed or rated as an owned automobile shall be primary and the insurance
afforded by ~my other policy or policies shall be excess.
(c) An) in3m8ncc polie) which, dnatI the tellliS of stthdi vis ions (a) ttl

(d1.

ineil:lSi.e, applies 83 aeess eo.elage ma) plodde .. iih lespeet to 8tl) plilIi8::i) polie)
01 to ail) loss to •• hieh ptimatj' ttlStlHtliee is not .alid alid eolleetible in .. hole 01 in
pMt, t:bat the excess polic) shall appl) onl) to the extent neCeSSZil) to ploTide the
inSthcd .. ith thc co.clage li luits specified in Section 16956 of tl le Vehicle Code.

W The presumptions stated in subdivisions (a) to (d), inclusive, may be modified
or amended only by written agreement signed by all insurers who have issued a policy
or policies applicable to a loss described in these subdivisions and all named insureds
under these policies.
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ill. Where wo or more personal policies affording valid and collectible liability
insurance apply to the same motor vehicle in an occurrence out of which a loss shall
arise, and one policy. as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 660, is primary, either

by its terms or by operation oflaw, and one or more of the personal policies providing
liability insurance, as defined in Section 108, are excess, either by'their terms or by
operation of law, then the following shall apply:

(1) Each insurer shall pay its share of the defense costs. Each insurer's share of
the defense costs shall be the percentage of the total defense costs equal to the amount
of damage paid by that insurer as a percentage of total damages paid by all insurers
whose policies apply to that motor vehicle.
(2) The term "defense costs" means, for purposes of this subdivision, reasonable
attorney's fees and expenses, investigation expenses, expert witness fees, and costs

allowable under Section 1033.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

(g} Notwithstanding subdivision (b), when two or more policies affording valid
and collectible automobile liability insurance apply to a power unit and an attached
trailer or trailers in an occurrence out of which a liability loss shall arise, and one policy
affords coverage to a named insured in the business of a trucker, defined as any person
or organization engaged in the business of transporting property by auto for hire, then
the following shall be conclusively presumed: If at the time of loss, the power unit is
being operated by any person in the business of a trucker, the insurance afforded by
the policy to the person engaged in the business of a trucker shall be primary for both
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power unit and trailer or trailers, and the insurance afforded by the other policy shall

be excess.
(i) Fen pUlposes of this siticic, a certificate of self illSttl"llnee isst:lee l'tllSt:1ant to
Section 16953 of the Vehicle Code

61

a deposit of cash made pUfSt18nl to Section

16854.2 of the ''chicle Cede en a bond in effect pttlSt:lliut to Scetiel' 16954 of the
Vehicle Code or 8

rep"'" ofgo.e,11mental o .. llership Of lease filed pttrstlsnt to Seehoh

16851 oftheVehiele Code shaH be considered 11 pelie» oftltlton.obile liability i:1lsttlanee.
lIe .. c.cr, this stlbdi.ision does not establish

61

ofliabilit) fOf

1'013011 6.

Of

estttblishing <':ttl)

upon a self ili3wet
fOInt

of scew it}

8S

01

6th"

pro.ide the basis [01 an) ethel

f3Iiii

catit] holding, issuing, 01

described helein.

SEC. 18. Section 11580.10 of the Insurance Code is repealed.
11589.18. }my lillbilit) inStb'l issuing 6. I

Ci,'''' ing ltU lluto.nobile lillbilit)

potie) or 8 motor •chicle liabilit) polie) .. ithiu HIe Iheani:t:tg of subdi. ision Ell) of
Section 16854 of the "chiele Code shall

piC vide

.. ritten notiee to the named

ir'St11 cd

ohlte policy idelit:ifieation 'Itllnbe. diat may be tlsed: for vel if, iug fmaneiai responsibility
fOI 1'tll}'0303 of Section 16928 of I:he Ve11iele Code. Thi3 notiee Ilill) be pIe. idee! ill l1

",linen billelet , if an). 01 in the pelic) aOGtllnents pio.ided upon issuance 6. tene .. al
orthe policy. The inSUlt. shall prehide

B:t

least t"'6 copies 0[1bo notice to the iliiJtllea.

llud shall, ttpOIi ,equest and pl1)liIellt oft'" tel:l30illlble cost lheleof, piooide additioi1s1

eopies.
SEC. 19. Section 11622 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11622. Such plan shall require th e issuance of a policy affording coverage in

the amount of fifteen thousand dollars ($15 ,000) for bodily injury to or death of each
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person as a result of any onc accident and, subject to said limit as to one person, the
amount of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) for bodily injury to or death of all persons
as a result of anyone accident, and the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for
damage to property of others as a result of anyone accident, or in such minimum
amounts as tne neeess!.) roo pio.ide exemption fl om the secdrit) lcql:tnernents of
Section 16921 oftbe Vehiele Code or for which proof of ability to respond in damages
or adequate protection against liability is otherwise required by law, but shall not
require the issuance of a policy affording coverage in excess of said amounts.
SEC. 20. Section 11629.71 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:

11629.71. A low-cost automobile insurance policy for purposes oftbe program
established under this artic le shall have all of the following attributes:
(a) The policy shall offer coverage in the amount often thousand dollars
($10 ,000) for bodi ly injury to, or death of, each person as a result of anyone accident
and, subject to that limit as to one person, the amount of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) for bodily injury to, or death of all persons as a result of anyone accident,
and the amount of three thousand dollars ($3,000) for damage to property of others as
a result of anyone accident.
(b) The coverage required by Section 11580.2 shall be made available to the
consumer. However, an insurer may charge a premium for that coverage in addition
to the premium set forth in Section 11629.72. Notwithstanding the coverage amounts
required by Section 11580.2 l'tna SeetiOlt 16956 oftheVehiele Code, uninsured motorist
coverage issued in conjunction with a low-cost automobi le policy under the program,
with coverage limits at least equal to the limits of liability in the underlying low-cost
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automobile policy, shall satisfy the requirements of Section 115 80.2 and the financial
responsibility requirements of Sections 4000.37, 1692 I, and 16431 of the Vehicle
Code.
(e) Medical payments coverage shall be made available to the consumer.
However, an insurer may charge a premium for that coverage in addition to the premium .
set forth in Section 11629.72.
(d) The policy shall have an initial tenn of one year, renewable on an annual
basis thereafter.
(e) The policy shall cov.er the person named in the policy, and to the same extent
that insurance.is provided to the named insured, any other person using the automobile,
provided the use is with his or her pennission, express or implied, and within the scope
ofthat permission, except that the policy shall not covermembers ofthe named insured's
household who do not satisfy the requirements of subdivisions (b) to (e), inclusive, of
Section 11629.73.
(f) The policy shall provide coverage for an automobile with a value. at the time

of purchase by the insured, of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) or less, as evidenced
by the value given to the automobile by the Department of Motor Vehicles in assessing
vehicle license fees.
SEC.2 1. Section 11629.8 of the Insurance Code is amended to read:
11629.8. Nor.. ith:nattdiilg the eoversge ll:l1iOtilltS

l~qtliled

b) Section 16956 of

the Vehiele CeBe, B: AJow-cost automobile policy issued under the program shall
salisfy the financial responsibili ty requirements ofSections 4000.37, 16921 , and 16431
of the Vehicle Code.
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SEC. 22. Section 7375 of the Labor Code is amended to read:
7375. (a) The divi sion shall adopt regulations for the certification of a ll cranes
and derricks used in lifting seIVice, exceeding three tons rated capacity. Tower cranes
shall be certified annually and whenever they are erected on a new site.
(b) These regulations shall specify the procedure for licensing the certificating
agencies or agents to conduct certification inspections, and shall establish specific
criteria for licensure as a certifier, including a written examination.
(c) No individual may certify a crane in which the individual or his or her
employer has a direct or indirect financial interest, nor mayan individual certify

equipment that belongs to his or her employer. An individual may not certify equipment
or devices that he or she has manufactured or helped to manufacture, if the equipment
is owned by his or her employer. However, this subdivision shan not prohibit any of
the following :

(1) The licensure ofcertifiers who are employed by insurance carriers that insure

the specific crane.
(2) Except with respect to certification of tower cranes, the licensure of certifiers

who are employed by an electrical, gas, or telephone corporation, as defined in Sections
218, 222, and 234, respectively, of the Public Utilities Code, or a municipal utility

serving a city having a population of 3,000,000 or more, H.at is iss tied a eel"tifieate of
self il,SUitlUee 1"tl.lstlant to ,4ritie1e 3 (e6l1ll'llelleing with Seetio11169S9) ofCI.a1"tel I
ofBi. ision 7 Bf the Vehiele Code a[16 that is a self-insured employer under Article 1

(commencing with Section 3700) of Chapter 4 of Division 4 of this code.
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(d) The certificating agency shall attest that it tested or examined the device or

equipment and found it to meet the requirements of the djvision.
(e) The certificating agency shall notify the division of any deficiencies found
during the crane certification inspection. A certificate shall not be issued until all

deficiencies are corrected.
SEC. 23. Section 853.6a ofthe.Perial Code is amended to read:

853.6a. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), if the person arrested appears
to be under the age of 18 years, and the arrest is for a violation listed in Section 256
oftbe Welfare and

Inst~tutions

Code, other than an offense involving a fireann, the

notice under Section 853.6 shall instead provide that the person shall appear before
the juvenile court, a juvenile court referee, or a juvenile hearing officer within the
county in which the offense charged is alleged to have been committed, and the officer
shall instead, as soon as practicable, file the duplicate notice with the prosecuting
attorney unless the prosecuting attorney directs the officer to file the duplicate notice
with the clerk of the juvenile court, the juvenile court referee, or the juvenile hearing
officer. If the notice is filed with the prosecuting attorney, within 48 hOllIS before the
date specified on the notice to appear, the prosecutor, within his or her discretion, may
initiate proceedings by filing the notice or a forma l petition with the clerk ofthe juvenile
court, oNhe juvenile court referee or juvenile hearing officer, before whom the person
is required to appear by the notice.
(b) A juvenile court may exercise the option of not requiring a mandatory

appearance of the juvenile before the court for infractions contained in the Vehicle
Code, except those related

to

drivers ' licenses as specified in Division 6 (commencing
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with Section 12500), those Jch!ted to finliucial j espon3ibjlily as specified in Di .isioll

7 (eonuileneing with Seclion 160eO}, those related to speeding violations as specified
in Division II (commencing with Section 21 000) in which the speed limit was violated
by 15 or more miles per hour, and those involving the use or possession of alcoholic

beverages as specified in Division 11.5 (commencing with Section 23500).
(c) In counties where an Expedited Youth Accountability Program is operative,

as established under Section 660.5 afthe Welfare and Institutions Code, a peace officer
may issue a citat.ion and written promise to appear in juvenile court or record the
minor's refusal to sign the promise to appear and serve notice to appear in juvenile
court, according to the requirements and procedures provided in that section.
(d) This section may not be construed to limit the discretion of a peace officer
or other person with the authority to enforce laws pertaining to juveniles to take the
minor into custody pwsuant to Article 15 (commencing with Section 625) of the
Welfare and Institutions Code.
SEC 24, Section 146322 of the Penal Code is repealed ,

1463 .22. Ea}

~Joh. ithstanding

Seetiol\ 1463, of tile lilOUe) 11 deposited ,. itll the

COUIlt) tIeft3U1el pt:llSttlUlt to Seetion 1463, seveutccil dollsI3 and ft.&, eents

~$17.5e}

for each eelll .. ictiol'l of a • iolation of Section J 6828 of the Vehic le Code shall be

deposited b) the COUIit)' tIeaSttiGl in a special aeeotlht and allocated to dcffft) C031:3 of
lnttniejpttl and stlpel jot COtll"tS jllettl led

ni adlniltj3tering Sections 1682B, 16930, and

1683] of the Vehicle Code. An) lilOne)3 ill the special aeeOtlIlt in exees3 of the !ilnOtl:M

requited to defiaj tho3e e03ts shall be j edeposited alit!: di3h ibttted by the eOttllt) hea3ttJ e}
pttfStlaht to Section 1463.
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Eb) NOt',.ithstttud:ing Scetiol' 1463, oftbe thOUe)S aeposited: .,ith ale cotlnt)
tieftSttleJ

ptUStllml t6

Sectioh 1463, tin ee dollars ($3)

reI

eaeh eon. ietioli fen 8 • iolatioll

ofSeetioli 168'28 of the Veltiele Code gllall be initially deposited b) the COWlt)

HealtUel

ill a special aecount, :and shall be t1au:mkitted onee pel mouth to the Couttolle. fOI
deposit in the Motol Vehicle Account in the State Tlansportation Fund. These nl0ne)S
shall be a.tl:ilable, .. hen apploplis:ted, to dtffs) the tt81ntnistrati.e tests inetHled by

the Depal'tlucnt of Metor Vebieles pwsuant to SeeEious 16931 , 16832, 16834, ami
16935 of the \~hiele Code. It is the intent of this sbbdi visioh to 1'16. ide sufficient
Ie.entle:s to I'll)

rOl

all of the departrnenl's cost'S in administering those seetions oftne

'Vebielc Code.
(e) Notwithstllflail'g Seetion 1463, of the IHoneys deposited .. ith the eotmt)
tlea:'H:llel ptl13t1aht to Seetioli 1463, ten dollals ($18) upon the eonvietion of, Of upon
the fellfeiwfe efbail Helli, an) pel SOli .attested Of hotmed fOf 6: .iol6:tioh ofSeetion
16818 of the Veltiele Coae shaH be deposited by the eObiH} beaswel in a special
aee0t11lt and shall be tJailslnitted fl'lonthl) to t:he ContlollCI fOf deposit ill t±le Geaelal

SEC. 25. Section 12208 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is repealed.
12288. (a) Thele shaH be allo •• ea.asa c.edit agaih3t the aHiount oftax, as
deHlled iii Section 28 ofAItiele XIII of the CalifoIUia COJlstitdtion, all aliiodnt equal
to tlte aliiotmt oft:he StOSS plcmiuIils tax due from the iuswe. Oil aeeoullt of pilot plojeet
ilt3l1! tlllee fen pI e. iettsi) ttil insl11 cd motorists.
(b) As dsed in this sectio11 "pilot pIt/jeet iIl3tllanee [OJ ple"j<.'Jt1si) thliustued
lTIot6lists" mealiS mf>tol >chiele li6:bilif) insurance issued by ali i1iSUle! undeI Article
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5.S (eoliil:tleneing 'Iith Seetion J 1629.7) 61.Orrtiele 5.6 (eomnteuetng .. itb Section
11629.9) ofCI.B:pter 1 ofPalt 3 ofDi.ision 2 of tile IIlStl131.ee Cooe, •• jilt .espeet (0
an iilJt:l:leB •• ho, at the time (lfthe i33t1llhee, o .. nea 61 opel8ted a motOl .chiele .. it:hotl:t

pl{,}6f offi:ll8aeial tespol1sibiliry 8:3 defined in Seetioll 16829 of the \!ehiele Code, aud
any 1enc .. a1 of that ili3wanee.

SEC. 26. Section 1963.6 ofthe Streets and Highways Code is amended to read:
1963 .6. If the City ofLincoln or the City ofRocklin adopts a NEV transportation

plan, each city shall also adopt all of the following as part of the plan:
<al NEVs eligible to use NEV lanes shall meet the safety requirements for
low-speed vehicles as set forth in Section 571.500 ofTitle 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
(b) A permit process for golf carts that requ ires speed-modified golf carts to
meet minimum design criteria adopted pursuant to subdivision (a). The permit process
may include, but not be limited to, permit posting, permit renewal, operator education,
and other related matters.
(c) Min imum safety criteria for NEV operators, including, but not limited to,
requirements relating to NEV maintenance and NEV safety. Operators shall be required
to possess a valid California driver's license~lld to GOhipl) ·.,ith the fi litlhei8i
respelilsibilit) reqtltlernents established PWStl811t to Chapter 1 (eoilducueh.s ",ilh Seetioh
16888) ofDi.isiou 7.

(d) (1) Restrictions limiting the operation ofNEVs to separated NEV lanes on
those roadways identified in the transponation plan, and allowing only'those NEVs
and speed-modified golf carts [hat meet the safety equipment requirements specified
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in the plan to be operated on separated NEV lanes of approved roadways in the plan
area.

(2) Any person operating a NEV in the plan area in violation afthis subdivision
is guilty of an infraction punishable by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars ($ 100).
SEC. 27. Section 1965.5 of the Strects and Highways Code is amended to read:
1965.5. If the County of Orange adopts a NEV transportation plan for the Ranch

Plan Planned Community, it shall also adopt all of the following as part of the plan:
(a) NEVs eligible to use NEV lanes shall meet the safety requirements for
low-speed vehicles as set forth in Section 571.500 ofTitle 49 of the Code of Federal

Regulations .
(b) Minimum safety criteria for NEV operators, including, but not limited to,

requirements relating to NEV maintenance and NEV safety. Operators shall be required
to possess a valid California driver's license !taa to eorupi» .. ith the financial
respoIl:SibiJit) teqt:luetnents established: PW3t1fttil to Chflpter 1 (eotillueueing >vitI! Seetion
16988) ofDi.ision 7 of the Vehicle Code.
(c) (1) Restrictions limiting the operation ofNEVs to separated NEV lanes on
those roadways identified in the transportation plan. and allowing only those NEVs
and golf carts that meet the safety equipment requirements specified in the plan to be
operated on separated NEV lanes of approvect road'!Yays in the plan area.
(2) Any person operating a NEV in the plan area in violation of this subdivi sion
is guilty ofan infraction punishabl e by a finc not exceeding one hundred dollars ($ 100).
SEC. 28. Section 1656.2 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
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1656.2. The department shall prepare and publish a printed summary describing
the penalties for noncompliance with Sections Section 16000 and 16928, which shall
be included with each motor vehicle registration, registration renewal , and transfer of

registration and with each driver's license and license renewal. The printed summary
may contain, but is not limited to, the followin g wording:

"IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT ENFORCEMENT OF CALIFORNIA'S
COMPULSORY FINANCIAL R£SPONSII)ILlTY LkW ACCIDENT REPORTS
Cltlifolnia

la~

leqt1iICS c.el') ali "e. to

Cali}

Mitten e"idence of .alid dt1tornobile

lisbi:l:it) tnstHsnee, ft lhi~ H.o thOttSftf18 BoHlt! ($35,999) bond, II thi:Jt) fi:.o thOt:l:38na
dollal ($35,989) cash deposit, 01 a eettifieate ofselt iIl3tlranee t:hl):t has been isstlea
b) the DepMt1:nent ofliotol '!'chieles.
'lot:! UittSt 1510 .ide tvideuee offbumeiai respoilsibility •• hen )Ott lene .. the legisbation
ofa motor .ehiele. ana aft" )Otl ale cited b) a peace ofFieel fell a bailie violation
or ftle il1.ol.ed il' ml) traffic accident. The la .. reqtlires that )etl pre.ide tile of:fieer
~. itl.

the hall.e aud addJ C33 of) Otll instilel and tIle polie) idcntification Ittllftbcl. Yom

mStHer
) OtH

will pro. ide Hlitten e.ideuec of this ntllnbel . Failmc to plo.ide e"idenee of

financial 1esponsibilit) can I,stllt iIt flnes of ttl' to fl. e htlildled dollms ($S89)

and loss of) Otll d1 i.el 's license. Falsification of e. ideuec can test11t ill filtes of tip
to se .. en htlnd!:ed fifry dollms t$759) 01 39 days HI jail, or both. in addition to 8
one) cal stlspension of d!: i. ing pIi. iIeges.
Under existing California law, if you are involved in an accident that results in
damages of over seven hundred fifty dollars ($750) to the property of any person or
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in any injury or fatality, you must file a report of the accident with the Department
of Motor Vehicles within 10 days of the accident. If you fail to file a report

01

fail

to pre. ide e .. ioenee offilillJieiallespensibilit) on the leport, your driving privilege
will be suspended for up to four years. Your suspension noti ce wi ll notify you cftbe
department's action and

OfYOUT

right to a hearing. Your suspension notice will also

infa nn you that if you request a hearing, it must be conducted within 30 days of your
written request, and that a decision is to be rendered within 15 days of the conclusion
of the hearing."
SEC. 29. Section 4000.37 o f the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
4000.37. (a) Upon application for renewal ofregistration of a motor vehicle,

the department sball require that the applicant submit either a form approved by the
department, but issued by the insurer, as specified in paragraph (I), (2), or (3), or any
of the items specified in p3Iagraph (4), as evidence that the applicant is in compliance
with the fi nancial responsibility laws of this state.
( 1) For vehicles covered by private passenger automobile liability poli cies and
having coverage as described in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 660 oftb e InsUrance
Code, or policies and coverages for private passenger automobile policies as described
in subdivisions (a) and (b) of that section and issued by an automobile assigned risk
plan, the form shall include all of the folls'wing:
(A) The primary name of the insured covered by the poli cy or the vehicle owner,
or both.
(8) The year, make, and vehicle identification number of the vehicle.
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(C) The name, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NA1C)
number, and the address of the insurance company or surety company providing a
policy or bond for the vehicle.

(D) The policy or bond number, and the effective date and expiration date of
that policy or bond.
(E) A statement from the insurance company or surety company that the policy

or bond meets the requirements of Section 16956 61 16500.5. POI the pwposes of this
seetiou, policies deseribed in Seetion 11629.71 of t:b:e InstH anee Code are deemed to

Ineet the leqtlnement8 ofSeetion 16956.

(2) For vehicles covered by commercial or fleet policies, and nOl private passenger
automobile liability policies, as described in paragraph (I), the form shall include all
of the following:
(A) The name and address of the vehicle owner or fteet operator.
(B) The name, the NAlC number, and the address of the insurance company or
surety company providing a policy or bond for the vehicle.
(C) The policy or bond number, and the effective date and expiration date of the

policy or bond.
(D) A statement from the insurance company or.surety company that the policy
or bond meets the requirements of Section 169S6

OJ

16500.5 and is a commercial or

fleet policy. For vehicles registered pursuant to Article 9.5 (commencing with Section

5301) or Article 4 (commencing with Section 8050) of Chapter 4, one form may be
submitted per fleet as specified by the department.
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(3) (A) The director may authorize an insurer to issue a form that does not
conform to paragraph (1) or (2) if the director does all of the following:
(i) Determines that the entity issuing the alternate form is or will begin reporting

the insurance information required under paragraph (I) or (2) to the department through
electronic transmission.
(ii) Determines that use of the alternate form furthers the interests of the state
by enhancing the enforcement of the state's financial responsibility laws.

(iii) Approves the contents of the alternate form as providing an adequate means
for persons to prove compliance with the financ ial responsibility laws.

(B) The director may authorize the use of the alternate fonn in lieu of the fonns
otherwise required under paragraph (1) or (2) for a period of four years or less and
may renew that authority for additional periods of four years or less.
(4) In lieu of evidence of insurance as described in paragraphs (I), (2), and (3),
one of the following documents as evidence of coverage under an alternative form of
financial responsibility may be provided by the applicant
(A) An evidence form, as specified by the department, that indicates either a
certificate of self· insurance or an assignment of deposit letter has been issued by the

department-pur5t18:lltto Seetiolls 16953

01

16951.2.

(S) ~n insurance covering .~ote..2.r bind~r pursua~t to Section 382 or 382.5 of
the Insurance Code.
(C) An evidence fonn that indicates coverage is provided by a charitable risk
pool operating under Section 5005.1 of the Corporations Code, if the registered owner
of the vehicle is a nonprofit organi7.ation that is exempt from taxation under paragraph
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(3) of subsection (c) of Section 501 of the United States Internal Revenue Code. The
evidence fonn shall include:
(i) The name and address ofthe veh icle owner or fleet operator.
(ii) The name and address of the charitable risk pool providing the policy for the

vehicle.
(iii) The policy number, and the effective date and expiration date of the policy.
(i 0) A statement ft om the elun il:ttble 1 isk pool that the pelie} meets
I eqtlHenlent'S

~he

of 3tlbdi. ision Eb) of Seetion 16954.2.

(b) This section does not apply to any of the following:

(I) A vehicle for which a certification has been filed pursuant to Section 4604,

until the vehicle is registered for operation upon the highway.
(2) A vehicle that is owned or leased by, or under the direction of, the United
States or any public entity that is included in Section 811 .2 of the Government Code.
(3) A vehicle registration renewal application where there is a change ofregistered
owner.
(4) A vehicle for which evidence of liability

insur~ce

information has been

electronically filed with the department.

SEC. 30. Section 6701 of the Vehi cle Code is amended to read:
6701. (a) Any nonresident owner of a vehicle registered in a foreign state who
is a member or spouse of a member of the armed forces of the Un ited States on active
duty within this state, and any resident owner of a vehicle registered in a foreign state
who is a member or spouse of a member of the armed forces of the United States
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returning from active duty in a foreign state, may operate the vehicle in this state

without securing California registration after satisfying all of the following requirements:
(I) The license plates displayed on the vehicle are valid plates issued by a foreign

jurisdiction.
(2) The vehicle registration and license plates are issued to the military person
or spouse of the military person.
(3) The vehicle registration and license plates were issued by the foreign
jurisdiction where the military person was last regularly assigned and stationed for

duty by military orders or a jurisdiction claimed by the nonresident military person as
the pennanent state of residence.
(4) If the .chiele is

ft:

metel .ehie1e, the B"liel Of dJ i" er hfiS ill fulce one 5£ the

forms efnnaneiallesponsibiliry specified in Section 16821.
(b) For purposes of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a), military orders do not
include military orders for leave, for temporary duty, or for any other assignment of
any nature requiring the military person's presence outside the foreign jurisdiction
where the owner was regularly assigned and stationed for duty.
(c) This section applies to all vehicles owned by the military person or spouse
except any commercial vehicle used in any business manner wherein the military person
gr spOll§e r~ce i ves compcnsatiQ!l.
SEC. 3 I. Section 1151 5 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
I I 515. (a) (1) Whenever an insurance company makes a total loss settlement
on a total loss salvage vehic le, the insurance company, an occupational licensee of the
department authorized by the insurance company, or a salvage pool authorized by the
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insurance company, within 10 days from the settlement of the loss, shall forward the
properly endorsed certificate of ownership or other evidence of ownership acceptable
to the department, the license plates, and a fee in the amount of fifteen dollars ($15),

to the department. An occupational licensee ofthc department may submit a certificate
of license plate destruction in lieu of the actual license plate.
(2) If an insurance company, an occupational licensee of the department
authorized by the insurance company, or a salvage pool authorized by the insurance
company is unable

to

obtain the properly endorsed certificate of ownership or other

evidence of ownership acceptable to the department within 30 days following oral or

written acceptance by the owner of an offer of an amount in settlement of a tota110ss,
that insurance company, licensee, or salvage pool, on a form provided by the department
and signed under penalty of perjury, may request the department to issue a salvage
certificate for the vehicle. The request shall include and document that the requester
has made at least two written attempts to obtain the certificate of ownership or other
acceptable evidence of title, and shall include the license plates and fee described in
paragraph (1).
(3) The department, upon receipt of the certificate of ownership, other evidence
oftitIe, or properly executed request described in paragraph (2), the license plates, and
the fee , shall issue a salvage certificate for the veh icle.
(b) Whenever the owncr ofa total loss salvage vehi cle retains possession of the
vehicle, the insurance company shall notify the department of the retention on a fonn
prescribed by the department. The insurance company shall also notify the insured or
owner of the insured's or owner's responsibility to comply with this subdivision. The
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owner shall, within 10 days from the settlement of the loss, forward the properly
endorsed certificate of ownership or other evidence of ownership acceptable to the
department, the license plates, and a fee in the amount of fifteen dollars ($15) to the
department. The department, upon receipt of the certificate of ownership or other
evidence of title, the license plates, and the fee, shall issue a salvage certificate for the
vehicle.

(c) Whenever a total loss salvage vehicle is not the subject of an insurance

settlement, the owner shall, within 10 days from the loss, forward the properly endorsed
certificate of ownership or other evidence of ownership acceptable to the department,
the license plates, and a fee in the amount aftiftcen dollars ($15) to the department.
(d) Whenever a total loss salvage vehicle is not the subject of an insurance
settlement, a self-insurel,

ltS

defined in Seetion 16952, shall, within 10 days from the

loss" forward the properly endorsed certificate of ownership or other evidence of
ownership acceptable to the department, the license plates, and a fee in the amount of

fifteen dollars ($15) to the department.
(e) Prior to the sale or disposal of a total loss salvage vehicle, the owner, owner's
agent, or salvage pool, shall obtain a properly endorsed salvage certificate and deliver
it to the purchaser within 10 days after payment in full for the salvage vehicle and shal l
also cOl1!p ly with_Section 5900, The dep-artment §.hall acc@t the en,dorse9

s~vage

certificate in lieu of the certificate of ownership or other ev idence of ownership when
accompanied by an application and other documents and fees, includjng, but not limited
to, the fees required by Section 9265, as may be required by the department.
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(f) This section does not apply to a vehicle that has been driven or taken without

the consent of the owner thereof, until the vehicle has been recovered by the owner
and only if the vehicle is a total loss salvage vehicle.
(g) A violation of subdivi sion (a), (b), (d), or (e) is a misdemeanor, pursuant to
Section 40000.1 1. Notwithstanding Section 40000.11 , a violation of subdivision (c) is
an infraction, except that, if committed with the intent to defraud, a violation of
subdivision (c) is a misdemeanor.
(h) (1) A salvage certificate issued pursuant to this section shall include a

statement that the seller and subsequent sellers that transfer ownership of a total loss
vehicle pursuant to a properly endorsed salvage certificate are required to disclose to
the purchaser at, or prior to, the time of sale that the vehicle has been declared a total
loss salvage vehicle.
(2) Effective on and after the department includes in the salvage certificate fonn
the statement described in paragraph (I), a seller who fails to make the discl osure
described in paragraph (1) shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than five
hundred dollars ($5 00).

(3) Nothing in this subdivision affects any other civil remedy provided by law,
including, but not limited to, punitive damages.
SEC. 32. Section 11515 .2 of the Vehicl e Code is amended to read :
1151 5.2. (a) (1) If an insurance company makes a total loss settlement on a
nonrepairable vehicle and takes possession of that vehicle, either itself or through an
agent, the insurance company. an occupational licensee of the department authorized
by th e insurance company. or a sa lvage pool authorized by the insurance company.
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shall, within 10 days after receipt of title by the insurer, free and clear of all liens,
forward the properly endorsed certificate ofownership or other evidence of ownership
acceptable to the department, the license plates, and a fee in the amount of fifteen
dollars ($15) to the department. An occupational licensee of the department may submit
a certificate of li cense plate destruction in lieu of the actual license plate. The
department, upon receipt of the certificate of ownership or other evidence of title, the
license plates, and the fee, shall issue a nomepairable vehicle certificate for the vehicle.

(2) If an insurance company, an occupational licensee of the department
authorized by the insurance company, or a salvage pool authorized by the insurance
company is unable to obtain the properly endorsed certificate of ownership or other
evidence of ownership acceptable to the department within 30 days followin g oral or
written acceptance by the owner of an offer of an amount in settlement of a total loss,
that insurance company, licensee, or salvage pool, on a form provided by the department
and signed under penalty of perjury, may request the department to issue a nonrepaiIable
vehicle certificate for the vehicle. The request shall include and document that the
requester has made at least two written attempts to obtain the certificate of ownership
or other acceptable evidence of title, and shall in clude the license plates and fee

descnbed in paragraph (I).
_ (3) The d_~part!!l e nt , upon

~eceipt

ofjhe cerf:ifjca!,.e of ownership, oth ~evidenc.5

of title , or properly executed request described in paragraph (2), the license plates, and
the fee, shall issue a nonrepa irable vehicle certificate for th e vehicle.
(b) If the owner of a nonrepairabJe vehicle retains possession of me vehicle, the
insurance company shall notify the departmem of the reten tion on a form prescribed
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by the department. The insurance company shall also notify the insured or owner of
the insured's or owner's responsibi lity to comply with this subdivision. The owner
shaH, within 10 days from the settlement of the loss, forward the properly endorsed
certificate of ownership or other evidence of ownership acceptable to the department,

the license plates, and a fee in the amount of fifteen dollars ($15) to the department.
The department, upon receipt afthe certificate of ownership or other evidence of title,
the license plates, and the fee, shall issue a nonrepairable vehicle certificate for the
vehicle.

(c) If a nonrepairable vehicle is not the subject of an insurance settlement, the
owner shall, within 10 days from the loss, forward the properly endorsed certificate of
ownership or other evidence of ownership acceptable to the department, the license
plates, and a fee in the amount of fifteen dollars ($15) to the department.
(d) If a nonrepairable vehicle is not the subject of an insurance settlement, a
self-insurer, as defined ill Seetion 16952, sball, within 10 days of the loss, forward the
properly endorsed certificate of ownership or other evidence of ownership acceptable
to the department, the license plates, and a fee in the amount of fifteen dollars ($15)
to the department.
(e) Prior to sale or disposal of a nonrepairable vehicle, the owner, owner's agem,
or salvag: PO?! shall

obta~n

a properJy

end~~sed

nonrepaiI!.ble vehicle

~er:.~ficate

and

deliver it to the purchaser within 10 days after payment in full for the nonrepairablc
vehicle and shall also comply with Section 5900. The department shall accept the
endorsed nonrepairable vehicle certificate in lieu of the certificate of ownership or
other evidence ofownership when accompanied by an application and other documents
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and fees, including, but not limited to, the fees required by Section 9265, as may be
required by the department.

(f) This section does not apply to a vehicle that has been driven or taken without
the consent of the owner thereof, until the vehicle has been recovered by the owner
and only if the vehicle is a nonrepairable vehicl e.
(g) A nonrepairable vehicle certificate shall be conspicuously label ed with th e
words "NONREPAIRABLE VEHICLE" across the front of the certificate.
(h) A violation of subdivision (a), (b), (d), or (e) is a misdemeanor, pursuant to

Section 40000.11 . Notwithstanding Section 40000.11 , ~ violation ofsubdivision (c) is
an infraction, except that, if committed with intent to defraud, a violation ofsubdivision
(c) is a misdemeanor.
SEC. 33. Section 12650 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:

12650. (a) Any student over 15 years of age taking a course in automobile
driver training, maintained pursuant to Article 12 (commencing with Section 41900)
of Chapter 5 of Part 24 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Education Code, in a secondary
school or enrolled in a driver training course offered by a private or parochial school
of secondary level may app ly to tbe principal of the school for a student license.
(b) The app lication shall be signed by the applicant before the principal of th e
sch"ol, or lilaff memb\,,_assjgn eJlJo~ch duty. Tbe.application..shall be a_c.compMied _

by a statement signed by the parents or guardian or personhav ing custody of the minor,
consenting to the issuance of a student li cense to the student and accepting liability for
civil damages arising out of the student driv ing a motor vehicle upon a highway as
provided for in Division 9 (commencing with Section 17000) of this code.
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(c) Notwithstanding any ?ther provision of this code, if the person or persons

required to sign a statement consenting to the issuance ofa student license and accepting
liability as provided in subdivision (b) are not residents of this state and the student
resides at the school, or the student is a foster child with no parents or guardian available

to sign this statement, the application may be accepted if the principal oftbe school or
staff member assigned such duties certifIes that the school bas filed with the department

a certificate of insurance carrier or surety company that there is in effect a pol icy or
bond meetillg the reqtlileloents of Sectioh 16956, and that such policy or bond will
cover the liability for civil damages arising out of the student driving a motor vehicle
upon a highway.
SEC. 34. Section 14100 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
14100. (a) Whenever the department has given notice, or has taken or proposes
to take action under Section 12804.15, \3353, 13353.2, 13950, 13951, 13952, or 13953,
the person receiving the notice or subject to the action may, within 10 days, demand
a hearing which shall be granted, except as provided in Section 14101.
(b) An application for a hearing does not stay the action by the department for
which the notice is given.
(c) The fact that a person has the right to request an adm inistrative hearing within
10 days after receipt of the notice of the order of suspension under this section-and
Seetiem 16878, and that the request is required to be made within 10 days in order to
receive a detennination prior to the effective date of the suspension shall be made
prominent on the notice.
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(d) The department shall make available notices, to accompany the notice
provided pursuant to this section, that provide the information required pursuant to
subdivision (c) in all non -English languages spoken by a substantial number of the
public served by the department, and shall distribute the notices as it determines is
appropriate.
(e) Tbe department shall implement the provisions of subdivi sions (c) and (d)

as soon as practicable, but not later than January I, 1994.
SEC. 35. The heading of Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 16000) of

Division 7 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:

CHAPTER

1.

COM; UL30ih A CCID ENT REPORTS AND FINANCIA L RESPONSIB ILITY

SEC. 36. Section 16000 of the Vebicle Code is amended to read:
J 6000.

(a) The driver of a motor vehicle who is in any manner involved in an

accident originating from the operation of the motor vehicle on a street or highway, or'
is involved in a reportable off· highway accident, as defined in Section 16000. 1, that
has resu lted in damage to the property of anyone person in excess of seven hundred
fifty dollars ($750), or in bodily injury, or in tbe death of any person shall report the

accide..!lt, wj lhin 10 ~ys after.J!le ~ ~ciden~ either personally or t~ough

anjn s l;!fanc~

agent, broker, or legal representative, on a fonn approved by the department, to the
office ofthe department at Sacramento, subject to this chapter. The driver shall identify
on the form , by name and current residence address, if avai lable, any person involved
in the accident

co mp~ainin g

of bodily injury.
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(b) A report is not required under subdivision (a) if the motor vehicle involved
in the accident was owned or leased by. or under the direction of, the United States,
this state, another state, or a local agency.
(c) Ifnooe of the parties involved in an accident has reported the accident to the

department under this section within one year following the date of the accident, the
department is not required to file a report on the accident and the driver's li cense
suspension requirements of Section 16004 ell 16979 do not apply.

SEC. 37. Section 16000.7 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
16000.7. As used in this division an "uninsured motor vehicle" is a motor

vehicle for which financial responsibility as plovidea iu Section 16921 was not in
effect at the time of the accident.
SEC. 38. Section 16000.8 of the Vehicle Code is repealed.

16888.8. (eJ !lot"ithot""ding en) othel pro.i.ioil of thi. eheptel, if the feilol e
of the 01 i .el ofa motol .ehiele in"ol "cd in an aeeioent to plo .. e the ex:i3tenee of
Tliianeiallesponsibility, 4S lequile6 by Seetiell1 16928,

~t1e

to the fIaU6ttient acts

of lI:t'I inStil Mee ageut OJ bl eket, the departlilent shall tellnilllite lln) 3t1Spel13ion aetion
taken ptllst1alit to Section] 6879, .. hen both ohlte f"Howing eonfiitioliS ale hlet.
(1) Tile oIi.e, plo.ides dOetllneutlltioh floln!:he Deptlltlfiellt ofItIStilaUee that
the iti3tllaUee agent 01 bioker luis been MUlld to ha.e eOlnmitteo fjll:ud ill the hUilsaetiol1
of atHbhlobile liability ih3ut Mee , 01 pi 0 .. ioes ooetlITIeutatic):ll that el iliiinal ehtu ges
hthe been filed against the agcut or bloker OtiC to
au:tolIlbbilc liability insU:18necs.

fUltIO 01

I:heft lelated to the sale of
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(2) Tlte ali.01 furnishes p100[to .[l1e department that Hl18neiailcsponsibiiit)

meeting the Ieqbilemeut3 of Section 16921 is 'till entl) ill effect.

Eb) It is the intent Bfthe Legislatbl e in enacting this section that inai. idusls VI ho
fit e

the "ietirus of instil auce fj lltlO not be pct.., lilea for-vi-ol1l.ting the finsucial

Icspolisibilit) Ia":3 .. hell that • iolatioll WftS""due to the f. 8tl(ibiem aets ofothelS. PC130iu
.. itl! dOetlliicnted e.idenee offllitid ithohing thoh il13tua:lOee eo.crage, Stich fiS where
&1 insmllnee agent accepted the premibnl P8}iJiCtd f01 eoveta!e but •• il1ft111~ failed to

obtain the M.erage alid led HLe Ctt::HOfilCt to belie.e in:nmmee ilias in effect, sitotlid
retain theil 61 i9ing 1'1 j" ileges p10' idee! the) gi.o ev ielente tildt .alid liability iusl1lauee
is edl 1 enti) iTt effeet.

SEC. 39. Section 16002 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
16002. (a) If the driver at the time of the accident was driving a motor vehicle
owned, operated, or leased by the employer of the driver and with the permission of
the employer, then the driver shall within five days after the accident report the accident
to hi s employer on a form approved by the employer. Within 10 days after receipt of
the report the employer shall transmit a report on a fonn approved by the department
to the office of the department at Sacramento, except that ali elup!oyeJ beed hot bauslnit
3deil1epolt •• llell the .chicle iuvol yea. ill tLc aecident is onlled: or operated as dese! ibed

i n S~etio~~ 16,851 o. l§.OSf.LOJ iton:ued 01
11M flied

"l'clate_~

by ali) pelsoli 01

eOI,~lation

>viti. the a.epai11t1eat a ee'lineale of a'l i.iSt1ial.ee ea. i iel 01 3111 et)

who

COlltPl11t)

d,at (hele is ill effect a polic) or bona. Illeeting tile lequirelnent3 ofSeetioI1 16056 81id

",heu 311cb policy
accident.

01

baud is

ill

fOlee .. ith [cspect to the .ehielc at the time ofti.c
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(b) The driver ofa vehicle that is owned or operated by a publicly owned or
operated transit system, or that is operated under contract with a publicly owned or
operated transit system, and that is used to provide regularly scheduled transportation

to the general public or for other official business of the system shall, within 10 days
of the occurrence of the accident, report to the transit system any accident of a type

otherwise required to be reported pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 16000. The
transit system shall maintain records of any report filed pursuant to this paragraph.
Within 10 days after receipt of the report, the transit system shall transr:nit a report on

a fonn approved by the department to the office of the depamnent in Sacramento,
except that a transit system is not required to submit a report when the vehicle involved
in the accident is owned or operated as described in subdivision (b) of Section 16000.
SEC. 40. Section 16004 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
16004. (a) The department shall suspend the driving privilege of any person
who fails, refuses, or neglects to make a repon ofan accident as required in this chapler.

(b) A suspension taken under this section shall remain in effect until tenninated
by receipt of the repon of the accident e. tlpen Jeeeipr efeviaer'lee that fmaneial
Jespelisibility as ple.iaea HI Seetien 16921 is in effeet.
(e) Tile eli" ing p1i. Bege Sh811.10( be stispeneee tinee. tllis seetien l fmo, if8
stlspeusieli has been imposed and is in effeet tlua" this secti01l, that stlspensian shall
be [e1IIliuatea, ift:he d,i.ing privilege i3 stlspendee tlnae. Seetiem 16379 o. 16381 fl3
the leStlit ofa j tlegmelit arisilig 6tH of the :Hune fleeieent fo... hieb tlte lepOIt aflhe
fleeident is leqtlired by this seetion. The depSHfI'lellt iIlfly stlspeno 01 le1111pose tlte
Stlsl'ension aftlte th i. ing ih i" ilege elf Ii pelsafl t1Itdel this section if the stlspeusian
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tl1ider Section 16379 or 16381 is latel set aside fel
1,ft3 sBotisHed t1.ejttdgll'lent ill full o. to the extel.t

8 I caSOn Ouie}

plo~ided

tl .8n t:hat the

pCI30n

iu Chapter 2 (eolnl1ieneillg

.. ith Section 16259) 81id has gi.en ploo[effinfllieiallespemsibilir,, !is pIc"idea in
Chapfe, 3 (coliimencing with Seetion 16439).
SEC.41. Article 2 (commencing with Section 16020) o[Chapter I of Division

7 of the Vehicle Code is repealed.
SEC. 42. Article 2 (commencing with Section 16020) is added to Chapter I of
Division 7 of the Vehicle Code, to read:

Article 2. Financial Responsibility

16020. No section in this code or in any other code shall be construed to require
all drivers and all owners of a motor vehicle to establish and to show evidence of

financial responsibility for the vehicle, except as required pursuant to Chapter 4
(commencing with Section 16500) and Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 16560).
SEC. 43. Article 3 (commencing with Section 16050) of Chapter I of Division

7 of the Vehicle Code is repealed.
SEC. 44 . Article 4 (commencing with Section 16070) of Chapter I of Division
70f~e

Vehicle Code is r!:pea l ,,~. __

SEC. 45. Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 16250) of Division 7 of the

Vehicle Code is repealed.
SEC. 46. Section 16431 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
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1643 1. <aJ Proof of fina ncial responsibility may be given by the written
certificate or certificates of any insurance carrier duly authorized to do business within
the state, that it has issued to or for the benefit of the person nam ed therein a motor
vehicle liability policy as defined in Section 16450,-ttrtiHttouiobile liabilit) polic, as

defmed in Seetion 16054, o. 8n) othel liability policy iss tied fen .chieles

\if

ith less tItan

[om .. heels thalmeets the requ irements ofSeetion 16056, which, at the date afthe
certificate or certificates, is in full force and effect. Except as provided in subdivision
(b), the certificate or certificates issued under any li ability policy set forth in this section
shall be accepted by the department and satisfy the requirements of proof of financ ial

responsibility of this chapter. Nothing in this chapter requires that an insurance carrier
certify that there is coverage broader than that provided by the actual policy issued by
the carrier.
(b) The department shall require that a person whose driver's license has been
revoked, suspended, orrestricted under Section 13350, 1335 1, 13352, 13353, 13353.2,
13353.3, 13353.7, or 16370, provide, as proof of financial responsibility, a certificate
or certificates that covers all motor vehicles registered to the person before reinstatement
of his or her driver's license.
(c) Subdivision (b) does not apply to vehicles in storage if the current license
plates and registrat ion cards are surrendered to the department in Sacramento.
-_.
- - ._... - 
(d) (I) A resident of another state may provide proof of financial responsibility
when required to do so under this code from a company authorized to do business in
that person's state of residence, if that proof is satisfactory to the department. covers
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the operation of a vehicle in this state, and meets the minimum coverage limit
requirc":lcnts specified in Section 16856 J 645 I.
(2) Ifthe person specified in paragraph ( I) becomes a resident of this state during

the period that the person is required to maintain proof of financial responsibility with .

the department, the department may not issue or return a driver's license to that person
until the person files awrinen certificate or certificates, as authorized under subdivision
(a), that meets the minimum coverage limit requirements specified in Section 16856
16451 and covers the period during which the person is required to maintain proof of
financial responsibility.
(e) This section sball become operative on September 20, 2005.
SEC. 47. Section 16435 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
16435. Proof offinancial responsibility may be given by the deposit of thirty-five
thousand dollars ($35,000), as pro, ided HI Seetion 16951.2 with the departm ent. The

department shall not accept a deposit where any judgment theretofore obtained against

that person as a result of damages arising from the operation of any motor vehicle shall
not have been paid in full.
SEC. 48. Section 16450 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:

16450. A "motor vehicle liability policy," as used in Cbftptel3 1 (eo l1i1i1 cneins
h

ith ~eetioli

16ee~-,

2:.EeoiIliile;peing: Ii. i#i Seetion 162591;_a110 Chapter4 {~ornmenc i !!&-.

with Section 16500); and this chapter, means an owner's policy or an operator's policy,
or both, ofliability insurance, certified as provided in Section 16431 as proof offinancia l
responsibility, issued by an insurance carrier authorized to transact that business in
thi s state to or for the benefit of the person named therein as assured.Any requirements
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set forth in ChspteISl Eeoliuueneilig .. il:h Section 16888), 2 (eoilunel1eing ... ith Section
16259), "'0 Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16500); and this chapter relating to

a motor vehicle liability policy shall apply only to those policies which have been
certified as proof of financial responsibility as provided in Section 16431.
SEC. 49. Section 16500 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:

16500. Every owner of a vehicle used in the transportation of passengers for
hire, including taxicabs, when the operation of the vehicle is not subject to regulation

by the Public Utilities Commission, shall maintain, whenever he or she may be engaged
in conducting those operations, proof of financial responsibility resulting from the
ownership or operation of the vehicle and arising by reason of personal injury to, or
death of, anyone person, of at least fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000), and, subject to
the limit of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for each person injured or killed, of at
least thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) for the injury to, or the death of, two or more

persons in anyone accident, and for damages to property of at least five thousand

dollars ($5,000) resulting from anyone accident. Proof offmancial responsibility may
be maintained by either:

(a) Being insured under a motor vehicle liability poli cy against that liability.
(b) Obtaining a bond of the same kind, and containing the same provisions, as
those bonds specified in Section 16434.
(c) illBy depositing with the department thirty-five tltousand dollars ($35,000),

which amount shall be deposited in a special deposit account with the Controller for

the purpose of this section.
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(2) The department sha ll retu rn the depos it to the persoo entitled th ereto when
he or sh e is DO longer required to majntain nroof offinan cjai responsibility as required

by this sectio n or upon his or her death.

(d) (llQualifying as a self-insurer unde, Seetion 16953

para~ral'h (2).

(2) Th e department may in jts discretion upoo appli cation issue a certificate of
self-insurance when it js sati sfied that the applicant in whose name more than 25 motor

vehicles are registered is possessed andwill continue to be possessed ofabjljIY to pay

judgments obtained against him or her in amounts at least equal to the amounts provided

in this section The certificate may be issued authorizing the applicant to act as a
self-insurer for either property damage or bodily injury or both Any' person duly
qualified under the laws or ordinan ces of allY city or county to act as self-insurer and
then acting as such may upon fi lin e w ith the department satisfactory evidence thereof
along with the application as may be required by the department be entitled to receive
a certificate of self-insurance.

The depttrtnlent shall Ietulfi the deposit to the penon entitled: the.eto .. hen he
01 she iS liO longe. lequiled: to liiaintain p10o foffina neial rie3polisibilit) 831efJtlited

by this seetion 01 tlpOll his OJ hel death.
SEC. 50. Section 16500.5 of the Veh icle Code is amended to read:

commercial vehicles shall maintain proof of financial responsibility in th e amount
required by the director:

(1) A vehicle used to carry passengers for hire, except taxicabs as defined in
subdivision (c) of Section 27908.
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(2) A vehicle having an unladen weight of over 7,000 pounds which is used in

the transportation of property in the conduct of a business.
(b) Subdivision <a) does not apply to the following vehicles:

(I) A schoolbus.
(2) A motor vehicle used by a fanner exclusively in the transportation of his or
her livestock, implements of husbandry, and agricultural commodities or in the
transportation of supplies to his or ber fann.
(3) A motor vehicle used by a resident fanner of this state to occasionally

transport from the place of production to a warehouse, regular market, place ofstorage,
or place of shipment the fann products of neighboring farmers in exchange for like
services, farm products, or other compensation.

(4) A vehicle used in for-hire transportation which is subject to regulation by
the Public Utilities Commission.
(5) A rented vehicle used for noncommercial transportation of property.
(c) The director shall establish the amounts which are determined adequate to
cover damages resulting from the ownership or operation of a commercial vehicle or
vehicles subject to tbis section arising by reason of personal injury to, or death of, any
person or damage to property, or both. The director shall establish the amounts at levels
equal to those prescribed by the Public Utilities Commission for owners and operators
of for-hire vehicl es subject to its jurisdiction and control.
(d) Proof of financial responsibi lity may be maintained by any of the fo llowing:
(1) Being insured under one or more motor vehicle liability policies against ~hat
liability.
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(2) Obtaining a bond of the same kind. and containing the same provisions, as
those bonds specified in Section 16434.
(3) By depositing with the department five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000),

which amount shall be deposited in a special deposit account with the Controller for
the purpose of this section.
(4) Qualifying as a self-insurer under Seetion 16853 subdivision (d) of Section

illQQ.
(e) The department shall return the deposit made pursuant to paragraph (3) of

subdivision (d) to the person entitled thereto when the owner is no longer required to
maintain proofoffinancial responsibility as required by this section or upon the owner's
death.

(f) An insurer, agent, or broker who has been incorrectly informed by an owner

of a vehicle or his or her representative that the vehicle is 7,000 pounds or less unladen
weight, or is incorrectly informed by the owner or his or her representative that the
vehicle is exempt from the requirements of subdivisions (a) and (c) pursuant to the
exemptions set forth in su bdivision (b). may issue a policy of motor vehicle liability
insurance in any amount less than that required by the director but not less than the
amounts required under Section 16451 . The policy of motor vehicle liabili ty in surance
___ when issued shailnot ~e deemed to providej!ability coverage amounts greater

tha~

that specifically set forth in the poli cy notwithstanding that the vehicle weighs in excess
of7,OOO pounds unladen weight or is subsequently used in a manner which would have
required the vehicle to be insured in the amounts established by the director pursuant
to subdivision (c).
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SEC. 51. Section 35782 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
35782. (a) The Department of Transportation or a local authority may issue or
withhold the permit at its discretion, or, if the penn it is issued, do any of the following

when necessary to protect against injury to the road, foundations, surfaces, or structures:
(1) Limit the number of trips.
(2) Establish seasonal or other time limitations within ~hich the vehicle or

vehicles described may be operated on the highways indicated.
(3) Otherwise limit or prescribe conditions of operation of the vehicle.

(b) The Deparonent of Trans ponation or a local authority may not require the
posting of a bond as a condition of the issuance of a permit, except that a requirement

ofextra insurance or other financial security may be imposed as a condition for a permit
for unusually large or heavy loads that pose a substantial risk to public facilities.
(c) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the Department ofTransportation or
a local authority may not require proof offinancial responsibility in an amount greater
than that required for compliance with Section 16500.5 as a condition of the permit;
and Slill!! aeeept e. ide ••ee 6fft1Ullieill!lesp6nsibili~'j that e6mpiies •• ith Seeti61'i 16929.

SEC. 52. Section 38026.5 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
38026.5. (a) In accordance with subdivision (c) of Section 4000, a motor vehicle
issued a plate or device pursuant to Section 38 160 may be operated or driven on a local
hi ghway, or a portion thereof, which is designated pursuant to Section 38026 if the
operation is in conformance with the Vehicle Code and the vehicle complies with
off-highway vehicle equipment requirements specified in this division.
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(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), it is unlawful for.any person using an

off-highway vehicle on a combined-use hi ghway to do any of the"following:
( I) Operate an off-highway motor vehicle on the highway during th e hours of

darkness.
(2) Operate any vehicle on the highway which does not have an operational
stoplight.

(3) Operate any vehicle on the highway which does not have rubber tires.
(4) Operate any vehicle without a val id driver's license of the appropriate class
for the vehicle operation in possession.
(5) Opeltlte fill)

~ehiele

oL\:t"tie1e 2 (eoll"lu'leneing

Wi

on the ltigIL;Vft) withotlt eoulpiyiug .. ith the pJo.isions

it:b Seetion 16828) of Charte! 1 ofOi. iJion 7.

SEC. 53. Section 40611 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read:
40611. (a) Upon proof of correction of an alleged violation of Section 12500

or 12951 . or any violation cited pursuant to Section 40610.

01

tlpon sttbmissien ef

eo ideate of finaneial I eSl'onsibilit) l'tllstlftnt to sttbdi visien (e) of Seetien 16928, the

clerk shall collect a twenty-five·dollar ($25) transaction fee for each violation. The
fees shall be deposited by the clerk in accordance with Section 68084 of the Government
Code.
_(~l (!)

For each .citatiQ!!,le.!LdollarsJ$1 0) sh;tll be allocated

(A) Thirty-three percent shall he transferred to the local

m onthl~o ll ows:

g~vemme nta l

entity in

whose jurisdiction the citation was issued for deposit in the general fund of the entity.
(8) Thirty·four percent shall he transferred to the State Treasury for deposit in
the State Penalty Fund establ ished by Section 1464 of the Penal Code.
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(C) Thirty-tluee percent shall be deposited in the county general fund.

(2) The remainder of the fees collected on each citation shall be deposited in the

Immediate and Critical Needs Account afthe State Court Facilities Construction Fund,
established in Section 70371.5 of the Government Code.
(c) No fee shall be imposed pursuant to this section if the violation notice is
processed only by the issuing agency and no record of the action is transmitted to the
court.

SEC. 54. The provisions of this act are severable. If any provision of this act

or its application is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
applications that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application.
SEC. 55. This act may be amended only by a statute approved by the electors.
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